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Power Fight Expected At COGIC Convocation
Vote NO On P.O.P.

'Church Meet Here May
Be A Small 'Vietnam'

(AN EDITORIAL)
Our readers have asked us our opinion about the Program
of Progress that Memphians are being asked to vote for on
Nov. 8.
Among other things, we would exchange our government
with five commissioners, including the mayor. for a mayor
and 13 councilmen, some to be elected from at large, and the
other from districts.
This, we are told, is all in the name of progress Those
who want to change it are saying that the commissioners cannot get along, and that 13 from various sections of the city
MAY be able to do better.
While these proponents of change have been working,
Memphis has been growing steadily. We have a new airport,
a new coliseum, a new stadium, and other advancements are
taking place before our eyes. New industry has its eye on
the city, and is moving this way.
With so much activity all around, some want to experiment with a change, and want the voters to go along with it.
We feel that the change from commissioners to councilmen would take the good government out of the hand of the
professionals and place it into the hands of the amateurs.

Bishop O. T. Jones

We are sure that some districts would send men to City
Hall who would not be interested in the welfare of all of us,
and there would be no remedy for the people as a whole to
deal with these individuals.
We do not say that our present form of government is by
any means perfect, but we are able to live with it. And we all
have a voice in it.
So our advice to you is to VOTE NO to POP on Nov 8

Tri-State Defender Endorses
Be Sure to Vote November 8.
The Tri-State Defender has endorsed the following candidates. We recommend that you vote for them.
UNITED STATES SENATOR
Frank G. Clement
U. S. CONGRESS
Seventh District
Ninth District
District 28
District 29
District 32
District 30
District 33

Ray Blanton
George W. Grider
STATE SENATE
Fred Landau (Republican)
Clayton Elam
Hugh Stanton
Joe Pipkin
Drew J. Canale

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Ditsrict 3
District 5
District 6
District 11
District 8

Frederic Anderson
A. W. Willis
J. 0. Patterson, Jr.
Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr.
Charles Burch

Former Teacher Finds
Job In D.C. Exciting

Memphis will find itself with
a "Vietnam" on its hands next
week when delegates roll in
from all parts of the world for
the 13Cth Convocation to the
Church of God in Christ.

HISTORIC DAY FOR BEALE STREET — Beak Street became officially one of America's historic landmarks Friday
during a ceremony held in Handy Park, and seen here are
some of the participants on the program. From left are
U. George W. Lee, author of book about famous avenue;

Beale Street Throbs
At Its Dedication
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
Leading local and national figures converged on Beale Street
last Friday afternoon to witness
and participate in ceremonies
designating the famous thorofare as an American historic
landmark.
Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall, came to Memphis
to deliver the principal address
at the program sponsored by
the Memphis Downtown Association. headed by Phillip Perel.
Secretary 'Udall urged Memphians to established a museum
of music to perpetuate the musicial initiative taken by the late
W. C. Handy in discovering and

publicizng the blues tunes which
made Beale Street internationally famous.
He noted that the Federal government has allocated millions
of dollars to insure the promotion and continuation of programs to establish and maintain local areas and institutions
which have historic interest on
a national scale. He expressed
pleasure in designating Beale
Street as such an area, and presented a bronze plaque to the
city to commemorate the occasion.
Mr. Udall and other speakers
praised the role played by ConSee Beale Page 2

By ERMA LEE LAWS

Philippines, the Congressman's
office received o n e invitation
Mrs. Marjorie ties Ulen, this and Mrs. Ulen was the recipient
week's ''Woman of the Week", of the coveted bid having pulled
Is secretary to Congressman, the shortest straw of any memGeorge Grider in his Washing- ber of the office staff. This inton office. Mrs Ulen joined that vitation entitled her to attend
select group of Congressional the Joint Session of Congress
secretaries when George Grider'to which the President of the
was sworn in as the Represen- Philippines spoke.
tative of the Ninth Congression- The Joint Session of Congress
al District of Shelby County Jan. meets when the President
4. 1964. Congressman Grider is speak or heads of states who
one of the first Southern Repre- are visiting in the United States
sentatives to hire a Negro on have been granted the privilege
his staff.
to speak to both Houses of ConFortified with a background gress On such an occasion the
of business education, journal- Vice-President presides w ith
ism and an ardent appreciation the Speaker of the House The
for history, Mrs. Ulen is ideally c ol o r f u 1 ceremony includes
suited for the position. She h-s members of the House of Repmade her place on Capitol Hill resentatives, members of the
and is an integral and impor- Senate, the Supreme Court Justant part of the Congressman's tices in their robes, Cabinet
staff. Mrs. Ulen possesses a members, and members of the
w a r m outgoing personality Diplomatic Corps.
which attracts the friendship of At the same time President
other Congressmen a n d their Marcos spoke. Congressman
staffs. This was evidenced when Grider was attending the preCongressman John Conyers of sentation of ancient Naval guns
Dctroit spoke so admirably of found in the Caribbean to the
her while here over the past Smithsonian Institution and the
week-end in behalf of Congress- Naval Historical Museum.
man Grider's campaign.
Among the other important
During the short time she has events Mrs. Ulen has attended
lived in our l'apitol city, Marge were the reception for Supreme
has gained many invaluable ex- Court Justice Abe Fortas given
periences. At the time of the
See Former page 2
visit of President Marcos of the

••

sional board appointed In -tit-.
stead.

"He was trying to usurp the
authority of the e x e cutiv e
board, did not show it the prop7 has was the prediction of , er respect and believed his
should have the authorDr 0. T. Jones, Jr., son ofi father
.. y
Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall, who was here to
Senior Bishop 0. T. Jones of it of tthe board," Bishop Patgive principal address; Mrs. W. C. Handy, widow of the 1Philadelphia, who was fired i terson charged.
from his office as president o0 As a result of Dr. Jones' discomposer, and Congressman George W. Crider, whose
Youth Department of the de- missal, the Youth Department
efforts brought about the designation of Beale as a landmark to America's unique music form. (Withers Photo) I nomination last April by t h e held two Youth Congresses this
church's executive board.
past summer, one in Detroit
The main issue is whether Bi- under the direction of the provi
hoard. and the other ••
shop Jones will be recognized as
planned
by Dr. Jones, in Jackthe head of the church, just as
its founder, Bishop Charles H. sonville, Fla.
Asked if he thought the deleMason was honored, or whether
gates would rally to the side
the church will recognize the
of Bishop Jones,
Patterexecutive board as the leading
Son said. "Yes, if you got a
force.
house full of people like the
The main antagonists in the ones who attended the convocastruggle are Bishop J. 0. Pat. ton last year.
terson, Sr., secretary of t h e
"He is in his eighties a n d
executive board and a son-insomewhat senile at times," Bilaw
of
the late Bishop Mason,
•i
shop Patterson explained, "but
I and Dr. 0. T. Jones, Jr., son
he has great persuasive powers
of the senior bishop, a title Biwhen he is at his best, and he
shop Patterson contends is only
would sway them."
honorary.
Bishop Patterson said t h e Since the .-35 Convocation
Bishop Jones has issued a stateyounger Jones w a s removed
from office for insurbordination ment on the conditions within
— failing to show proper res- the Church of God fit Christ, and
HUGH ST4NTON, candidate for
pect to the members of the exe- this week said that there is "a
District 32 of the State Senate,
cutive board — and a provisponsored as a member of the
See Church Page 2
Tennessee House of Represen- JOE PIPKIN — Is a candidate
tatives a statute in 1963 which for reelection to the State sengives defendants a copy of their ate from District 30. He was
statement to police officers be- a sponsor and floor leader of
fore trial. He is an opponent bill to repeal capital punishof capital punishment. In the ment and only Shelby County
next General Assembly he plans Senator to vote for the bill
more legislation which will which guarantees at least three
safeguard the constitutional Negro members in the House ofi
rights of the poor.
Representatives.
Funeral servicci for John
Edwards, Sr., founder of (he
Victory Funeral Ho m e in
Orange Mound, were held on
Tuesday at the St. Paul Baptist
church on McLemore. Delivering the eulogy was Rev. Samuel
H. Herring, the pastor.

Victory Funeral Home
Founder Is Buried

Dr. Campbell Attends

Civil Rights Summit

CONGRESSIONAL SECRETARY — Mrs. Marjorie Iles
Ulen, who generally works in Washington, D. C., is seen
here taking notes from Congressman George W. Grider in
hi, Memphis office. Mrs. Ulen is a former Memphis teacher and one-time society editor of the Tel-State Defender.

Dr. A. E Campbell, president Rights Struggle," the meeting
Mr. Edwards died suddenly
of the Tennessee Regular Bap- will he broken into three ses- on last Saturday evening about
tist Convention and pastor of sions: an open presentation of 5:45 at his office at 845 MareColumbus Baptist is one of a the issues to be discussed, a chalneil st. after suffering a
group of Negro religious lead- closed dicussion period, and a heart ailment, he had a couch
ers meeting in Chicago this statement of policy.
in his office on which he would
Officers of the conference are rest during the day.
week at a summit conference
on civil rights.
Dr. J. H. Jackson, president of
The purpose of the meeting the National Baptist Conven- The person said that Mr. Edis to determine for the first tion, USA, Inc., and pastor of wards had been working in the
time a unified position on civil Chicago's Olivet Baptist church: office, then suddenly went to the
'rights. ft is being held on chairman; Bishop Joseph Go- couch a n d began breathing
Thursday, Nov. 3, at the Cop- mez, president of the General heavily for a few minutes bepin Memorial AME church.
Board of the AME Church, fore expiring.
Representatives from the Na- Cleveland, Ohio, co-chairman;
J. S. Edwards
Carried to John Gaston hospitional Baptist Convention USA, and Dr. T. R. Richardson, Mettal in one of his company's amInc., the African Methodist ropolitan Community Church,
In 1947, he moved to Memphis
bulances, Mr. Edwards was proCommunity secretary.
Episcopal,
the
flounced dead on arrival and and organized Victory Funeral
churches, the Church of God, Among Members of the Planhis body returned to the inor- Home, Inc., which has steadily
the AME Zion church, the ning Committee are Rev. E. J. tuary.
grown to become one of t h e
Christian Methodist Episcopal Morris, Church of God, ChicaChurch, the Church of God in go; Bishop W. J. Walls, AME
Mr. Edwards, who was 65 largest and most modern in the
Christ, the National Baptist Con- Zion. New York: Bishop Henry years of age and a native of city. The firm uses w hi te
vention of America and the C. Bunton, president of the Mississippi, began his business
hearses and limousines and its
First Church of Deliverance' Bishops Council of the CME career with the Century Burial attendants wear white at
fuwill be present.
Church. Washington, D. C.; Association in Gre en w oo d, neral services
Entitled the "Conference on Bishop Louis H. Ford, Church which he operated from 1936
the Present Crisis in the Civil of God in Christ, Chicago.
See Victory Page 2
to 1947.
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Beale

,
Elaborate Hat Show

Victory

Church

!BUY U.S. SAVINGS BONDS

(Continued From Page I)
(Continued From Page I)
(Continued From Page 1)
(Continued From Page 1) by the Tennessee State Society
in the Senate Caucus Room. conspiracy" within the denomi- Mr. Edwards was also' the
gressman George W. Grider in Mrs. Ulen was the first Negro nation.
founder of the Victory Burial
getting Peale Street selected as to be accepted into memberAssociation,
the Friendly FuBishop Jones said that he was
a national landmark. He told ship in the Tennessee State So- recognized for two years as the neral Home in Coldwater, The Alpha Beta chapter of ter are Mesdames Thelma
ciety which now has several
how Mr Gilder, working in co- other Negro membes.
church's senior bishop and co- Miss., the Metropolitan Fureral Alpha Pi Chi sorority sponsored Davidson, president: Selma L.
an elaborate coffee hour and hat
operation with Lt. G. W. Lee She also attended the recep- operated with the church at System, and the J.S.
Edwards. show on Sunday, Oct. 23, at the Smith, Susie P. Hightower,
and other Memphis leaders, pre- tion honoring Governor Buford large. and then those who had Mortuary, which was opened in home
of Miss Maggie Newsom Minnie Lee Allen, Lennis Johnsented the project to national Ellington after his appointment worked closely with him at his a split-level modern building
1189
of
Krayer st. from 4 to 7 son, Bree W. Lewis, Susie Curin
election became "my chief opleaders in the Johnson Admin- as director of t h e Office of ponents and adversaries."
p.m.
rie, Roland Dowell, Dorothy
Hernando, Miss., in 1984.
Emergency Planning held in the
A Halloween theme was caristration and got it accepted. dining room of the
new Ray- He claims he was "shamefulMr. Edwards' body was car- ried out in the decorations of Williams, Foster L. J oh nGist Essie Fletcher and Maggie
Mr. Grider invited Secretary burn House Office Building. The ly and publicly mistreated" by ried to the funeral homes he
black and orange. Refresh- G. Newsom.
Udall to come to Memphis and reception was given by C o n- not being allowed to give his operated in Mississippi where it ments were served.
he was introduced to the local gressman Joe Evins of Tennes- annual message, and was giv- lay in state in Coldwater and
Modeling hats were Miss Mary Prizes were won by MesOther special highlights en nothing from Founders' day. Mernando before beirtg return- Crutchfield and Miss Carol Wil- dames N. Evans, Midlred Crawsee.
audience Friday
Bishop Jones said that the na- ed to Memphis.
ford, Birdie C. Lenoir, Florida
were the receptions of Senator
son.
Patsy Ceazer.
Comedian-philanthropist Dan- and Mrs. Albert Gore honoring tional Youth Work which he orHe was a past president of
Among the guests present Fox and
ganized
and directed f o r 50 the Memphis Negro Chamber were Mesdames
new
members
the
Tennessee
of
Emma Lee Wilny Thomas was a speaker on
delegation to the Congress of the years has been subjected to
the program, and recalled his United States; the reception of "needless and unlawful disrup- of Commerce, past president of son, Daisy Paige, Arezzaleece
the Tennessee State Funeral Di- Cumby, Selonia Napier, Lucille
reaction some time ago when Congressman and Mrs. Richard tion, various officials and workrectors and served as regional I Bradford, Joan Crawford, Ruby
he came to Memphis and saw Fulton honoring Congressman ers threatened and intimidated, director of the Central Division Jean Davis, Ernestine Isabel,
Beale Street being designated; George W. Grider and William attempts made to remove them of the Boys Scouts of America Mary Opal Martin, Erma C.
Anderson both Naval Academy from office, and others threat- financial drive in 1965.
Branch, M. Nabors, Elite M.
as "Beale Avenue". He raised I
graduates a n d heroes, which ened with excommunication
At the time of his death be Caruther, Connie Scullark, Wilsuch a personal protest during was attended by Naval class- without any constitutional cause
ma Faye Haley, Mary Crutchhis visit that city leaders agreed mates of the two men. She is and without any regard f o r was a member of the hoard of field, Mable Bingham, B. Bean,
directors
of
the
National
Fuinalienable
their
legal
spiriand
to return to t h e historically frequently the guest of visiting
neral Directors Association, a Carol Wilson and Sadie C. Lefamous name of "Beale Street" Memphians while they are in tual right to due process and to member of the Bluff City Fu- noir.
he capitol city.
a fair and impartial hearing
Members of Alpha Beta chapfor the thorofare.
neral Directors and chairman
She frequently participates in before the entire church."
of
board
the
of
the
St. Paul
He said that the subsequent
As the leader in the establish- special events of the Metropoliconfusion has caused t h e na- Baptist church at 1144 E. McLetan
Washington,
D.C.
Democrament of the city's world-renowntic Women's Club. S h e is a tional work to suffer, many life- more.
ed St. Jude Hospital for Chil- member of the Congressional long friendshipa broken, sad the
Bc was former president end
dren, Mr. Thomas was honored Secretaries Club, a powerful or- "brotherhood which has existed founder of the Christian Benevby Memphis by having Welling- ganization on Capitol Hill, which for more than 60 years seriously olent Lodge Society, a fraternal
Members of the Parkview
organization started in 1959 with
ton Strret's name changed to sponsors such activities as tours threatened."
Baptist church honored their
to all parts of the world, art
He has predicted that certain 1,000 members.
"Danny Thomas Boulevard".
seminars a n d shows, bridge, members of the executive board
He is survived by his wife, pastor and his wife, Rev. and
Mayor William Ingram, ac- tennis, sailing, judo and other will attempt to have the title of M r S. Bessie Edwards; four Mrs. W. D. Jones from Oct.
25-30, their third anniversary
cepting the plaque on behalf of special classes including semi- "senior bishop" stricken from sons, Monroe J., John S. Jr., with the church.
nars on legislation and politics. the official records at this con- Tommie and Freedie Edwards;
the city, was high in his praise
Mrs. Ulen attends St. Luke vocation and "forever reserved" and four daughters, Mrs. DoreaMrs. M. Terrell was chairlady
of W. C. Handy's contribution Episcopal Church in Washing- for the late Bishop Mason, and tha De Walt, Misses Lucinda for the affair, and Miss Rose
•
in music and the part he played ton. While in Memphis she was the entire constitution changed V., Doris M. and Alice F. Ed- Kaigler secretary.
The church is located at 1401
In making Beale Street a n d a member of Emmanuel Epis- without a proper notice to mi- wards; and seven grandchilcopal Church, chairman of the nisters and laymen.
dren.
N. McNeil at.
Memphis known all over the business
education department
world. He picked o u t other at Mannassas High School;
Memphians to mention in the Vice-Chairman and Secretary of
promotion of the street and city. Memphis Business Teacher Association; served as chairman
Lt. G. W. Lee, author of the of the business education
of the
best-known book about Beale West Tennessee Teachers
AssoStreet. gave a resume of the ciation; held membership
in
historic significance of the mu- NEA; TEA and has an
article
sic and musicians which are as- published in the Broadcaster
sociated with the name of Beale Magazine.
Street. saying, "After Bunker
Will has crumbled into ashes,
the music of Beale Street will
still be alive- He gave a list
of names of old-time and current Negro musicians who won
attention here a n d elsewhere
after starting their careers on
Beale Street.

Sponsored By Sorority

EXPERIENCE SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT
EVENING'S, SATURDAY, SUNDAY,
EITHER OR BOTH.

PARK AVENUE PETROLEUM CO.
2425 Park Amin

Apply 5:00 AM. to 5:00 P.M.

HOGUE & KNOTT
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS....
:HOGUE & KNOTT COUPON " 57.071:_airp

KING COTTON or TASTYEE

Parkview Baptist
Honors Pastor

BACON
Lb. 9s

FRED LANDAU

William "Bill- Shelton 111.
vice president of Leader Federal
Company and Nat D. Williams,
local teacher. served as masters of ceremonies for the Program Friday. A concert w a s
presented by the Booker T.
Washington High School Band,
led by Mr. Wililam Martin.
Other musical groups on t h e
program were the "Beale Street
Five", led by former Handy
musician Son Smith. and t h e
Club Paradise Orchestra, presented by popular "Sunbeam"
Mitchell.
A cross-section of leading
Memphians took part on t h e
program or were platform
guests. They included both Tennessee Senators, Albert Gore
and Ross Bass, Memphis City
Commissioners, County o f f icials, Housing Authority officials, and business and professional leaders. R e v. P. E.
Brooks, pastor of Smothers
Chapel CSIE Church delivered
the invocation.
The ceremony marked a stage
in the Beale Street Renewal program which will turn the area
into a multi-million dollar tourist attraction

;e

A Forward thinking man
"on the Job-training
center", set up by businessmen (aided by a
government tax break) is the only sound way to
train our unskilled and lick unemployment."
In our business, says Mr. Landau, we DO practice
what we preach!

PEARS

--SEAN CONNERY

25

nn,
t
BREAD'Loaf.LILL7#
AJAX
nit

49t

14 1

CLEANSER iozx I(11#

469c Lb.

Cructut
Center

Frank Liddell, Jr. Campaign Manager

tAN REIMS "Grill:WINGER"
Naliffiur
yam unsTS

OWNS

RIB STEAK ....50.v5ChSleecer' Beef Lb- 89c
BEEF TONGUES w.ri7thr.nmsci Lb. 55C
PORK CUTLETS Lean and Boneless 69'Lb.
HOLSUM
BIG

FRUIT CAKE
MIX

Lb.

29 oz.
Can

2 LIMIT

PORK CHOPS

Paid for Landau Campaign Committee

B.BER1 R BOX-.01.1 oi HARRY WIWI

NECK BONES

Or plc; feet

(6.

19c

KING COTTON

SEANA NNERY

FRANKS
55'
SHORT RIBS POef, 13Peoeufn 49ce-P;r'o.Burdc29'

FRESH CUT

"Dr.Non

CHICKEN BREASTSigrEsF

ALBERT R BROCC011ariARRY SAUZRAR

390 iSTEW '
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Large Firm

Phoebe is a short-distance talker.
Likes to keep in close touch
with her friends.
The one across the street
the one next door,
the one in the next block,
and the one three houses down.
Phoebe's one of our favorite customers
Just loves her phone.

Each 10t

HEAD LETTUCE
WINDPROOF

91U

CIGARETTE LIGHTE2RS

LIMIT

23t

MORTON'S

(What else that costs so little makes her work' 90 big!

You Can Be More Beautiful in a Magnificent 100% Human
Hair Wig From Wig Warn
You'll never have to worry about unexpected guests again. In a taw
seconds you can look like you spent the day in a beauty salon. Just
slip into your Fashion Style Wig from Wig Warn, that's so light and
cool you hardly know you're wearing it, and the transformation is made.
And punt look at these pricent
Semi-Machine Made
Hand Made
'Hand-r,ntilated front)

CpRieEAM PIES
14 oz.

$69.95
$79.95
$89.95

DARK
NIEDIUM
LIGHT

Wiglets
DARK
MEDIUM
LIGHT

$29.95
$29.95
$29.95

Pony Tails
DARK
MEDIUM
LIGHT

How can Wig Warn Sell the finest wigs made so inexpensively?
Because WE MANUFACTURE OUR OWN WIGS! Factory to you.
Come in. Let one of our experienced wig stylists help you choose the
most flattering color and style to make a lovelier you. THE MAN
IN
YOUR LIFE WILL BE GLAD YOU DID . . . (and you will
too).
Let Mg Wain style and set your present wig. SET—$3.50. CLEAN, SET &
STYLE—SLIM
Machine mode Wigs S24.95

WIG

& WAAI

0,t South Main Street
Phone 525-1433-34

Lo. 70t
i

SANKA
COFFEE Can

L.mit)

$129.95
5139.95
S149.95
$29.95
S29.95
S29.95

20 oz.
Pie

MOTOR 011. Spec* Lu(be6
.off 11
MOTOR OIL Ranger 10(6140'hitl Quart' 25'

h hair hand placed)

DARK
MEDIUM
LIGHT

1 A9O Hollywood
Phone 323.-3343

FRUIT
PIES

MORTON'S

PUT YOUR FACE IN ThIS PICTURE

® Southern Bell

I 111111111114111111111141111111111110

STATE SENATE SEAT 28

Now Showing

MISS HONEL MISS GALORE
HAVE
/
l JAMES
t
SON
IACK FOR
MORE!

FROM OUR
MEAT DEPARTMENT

PACIFIC GOI D

VOTE FOR........••••

New DAISY

WITH $5.00 PURCHASE

3 69

'SNOWDRIFT

Ca
lla
.

SHORTENING
7 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK

r. •

1578 LAAAAR'
338A NO THOMAS (in

4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
•- -3262 SUMMER
Frazier-Hiway 51 North;
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Prizes Won At
Shamrock's
Bridge Party
Members of the Shamrock Socialites club met recently at the
home of Mrs. Etta Mae
Flowers, and winning prizes
during the bride session were
Mrs. Magnolia O'Neal and Mrs.
Priscilla Burke.
Guest prize was presented to
Mrs. Elevyn Stinger. Another
prize was won by Mrs. Jennette
Harraway.
Others enjoying the afternoon
of bridge were Mrs. Elizabeth
Reams, Mrs Thelma Hall, Mrs.
Dorothy Pickens and Mrs. Teresea Watson.
During a business session, the
group voted to support Miss
Brenda Burns in the Miss Social Belle Contest.
The club's next meeting will
be held in the home of Mr. And
Mrs. T. C. Harraway.
Mrs. Geneva Wells is president of the c 1 u b, and Mrs.
Priscilla Burke secretary.

Patricia Williams, Chattanooga, "Miss Freshman." The
new Miss Tennessee State is a native of Paraiso, Canal
Zone, Panama, and member of the women's track team
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James S. Daniel, she is a
member of Delta Sigma Theta sorority — (Joe Zinn photol

MISS 'TSU' AND COURT — Miss Marcella Daniel, "Miss
Tennessee State of 1966-67- and members of her court are
seen here following coronation services last week. From
left are Misses Virginia Harris, Memphis, "Miss Senior";
Mildred Moore, Bay Springs, Miss., "Miss Junior;" Miss
Daniel, Anita Gills, Chicago, "Miss Sophomece;" and

Officials Study

NEW YORY (UPI) — Federal and local police authorities
investigated eight recent bombings and burnings on suspicion
they might have been the work
of the right wing Minutemen
WEDDING BELLS'
HOMECOMING
10 of whose memore:anization,
ar
Dennisses
and
Gentrys
The
Football sea son came to a
arrest here
are
under
bers
The Theta Eta Omega chapter Ruth Farmer. Miss Ma rlene close as Stigall held its Home proud to announce the marriage
of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority Davis, Mrs. Ola M. Mathis and
in. The second monthly financial
coming game at the Strawberry of Mrs. Luzalia Dennis to Mr Informed sources said the
in Humboldt will present the
Louise Croom. Humboldt; Bowl with Merry High as chat- Kelly Williams. Both are very cidents under scrutiny included report in the 820.000 campaign
Hamilton Vogue Esquire models, Mrs Josie Anderso.
three in New York City, one in conducted byalumni of,
Mrs. Ruth
won fine people and here's hoping
of Chicago in a sepia fashionettaliHartsfield, Mrs. Lula B. Hibin- lengers. The Hornets had
Huntington, N Y., one in Volun- LeMoyne College is scheduled
and they have a very successful
flair on Saturday, Nov. 5, in titer son Mrs. Etta B. Landers and every game this season *
town, Conn.. one in Ringwood, for this Sunday, Nov. 6, at 5
clinching
were full of hopes at
'
marriage experience.
gymnasium of S t i g a I 1 High Mrs.
N.J., and two at unidentified p.m. in the Alumni Room of the
Martha David, Milan.
the pennant when they w e r e
school.
Hollis F. Price Library.
Burnette, blasted by the Jackson t e a m Mr. Williams manages t h e locations in California.
Jeraldine
Mrs.
Also
The affair begins at 7 p.mand
CarCalhoun
on
Howard, Mrs.
with a score of 27 to 6. Much Moody grocery
The Minutemen rounded up General chairman T.R. Mc.
and admission is a dollar for Mrs. Flora
A. credit is given coach Poston and she is with the nursing depart- Sunday were charged Monday Lemore said reports will be ex Mary
Mrs.
and
Seat
,
B.
Irie
adults and 50 cents for children•I
' hospital
and M r S. others for the technique the boys ment at St. Marys
• with an anti-Communist plot to' peeled from 20 captains and
Proceeds will be used f o r., Rhoads. Trenton;
their workers.
HydSleita
year.
Mrs.
and
this
Seets
Ethel
shown
1
left•wing centers.
have
scholarships and for v a r i o u s
The Dorrington Reids left to firebomb
Funds raised in the campaign
Gibson.
McKenzi,
er,
civic projects in Gibson rotinty.
The Homecoming queen and pick up Mrs. Reid and they
will be matched. dollar for
Humboldt
of
Jones
Erma
Mrs.
e
r
a
chapter
the
of
Members
announced at the were able to see the first grandher court were
by the Alfred P. Sloan
ar,
rmandoll
Kaplan
Mrs. Nelda Williams, Mrs. 011ie is publicity chai
Coronation Ball held at the high son, David Lloyd Scott, born to
Foundation and the total amount I
school, Kandina Garrett success- Mr. and Mrs. Leon (Yvette) The Chicago Bar Association will be used by the college to l
fully claiming the crown as her Scott, weighing seven pounds a and the Teamsters' Joint Coun- help pay the cost of equipping I
advisor, Mrs. Myra B. Clay 8 ounces. He was born Oct. 15th, cil strongly endorsed Alderman and furnishing a student center
at the Christian Hospital i n St. Nathan J. Kaplan for Circuit now u n d e r construction OD
looked on with joy,
Louis.
campus.
Court Judge.
Her attendants were Dora
of
mother
Ferrell,
Ritter
Mrs.
C.P
Mrs.
grade;
Coleman, tenth
Jack Greenberg of New York,ing the conference. Miss Mar- Apple, advisor, and Carol y n Rev. C. F. Ferrell and M r s.
City, director-counsel for the l telle Trigg, chairman; Dr. Wil- Champion, tenth grade, Glen Birdie Lou Williams is in St.
NAACP Legal Defense and Edu- liam Fletcher, Dr. Juanita Wil- Walden advisor.
Mary's hospital, doing fair at
cational Fund. and B. T. Mc..
I this writing.
Edward F. OuelDr.
liamson,
Craw of Washington, D. C.,1
Many lined the streets to view
Rev. W. S. Vance is recuperatassistant' to the secretary of lette, Mrs. Alphonse Hunnicutt the grand parade preceding the
are
Intergroup Relations. Depart. and Prof. Howard Sims
last game of the season. A.P. ing from a short spellofillness
the coming from a short spell of illne
rnent of Housing and Urban De- faculty members on
Nunn is principal.
he encountered.
velopment, have accepted invi- mittee. Civic leaders on the
Lawrence
The citizens of this city are
tations to address the Nov. 13 committee are Mrs.
McCulMargaret
proud that Rev. L.T. Pur- The board of direetors of thel
Miss
very
and
Coe
Race R elat ions Conference
was sent back to Lane Gillespie Day Care Center a r e
ham
lough.
which is being sponsored by LeHe has done some won- hoping to get started on the adChapel.
allan
be
will
conference
The
Moyne College.
in the church since dition very soon. Organizations
work
derful
The conference is being made day affair with Attorney Green- he was called there, and with co- and individuals are asked to
and
a.m.
9:45
at
speaking
berg
possible by a 81,875 grant under
to this worthy
addressing the operation he will be able to lend their support
the Federal Government Title I Mr. McGraw
Whatever contribution
project.
the
in
strides
great
some
make
Program for community serv- group at 2:30 p.m.
you can make will be appremonths ahead.
ice and continuing educational A panel, composed of repreciated. Just call any of the memsentatives of seven Memphis
Mesdams Ora L Gntry andl bers, or someone at the school.
programs.
Similar conferences were con. organizations working in race Sat division of the I R A at There are over fifty little wigducted by LeMoyne in 1956, 1957, relations, is scheduled to lead a the Memphis State University. glers there every day. and more
discussion at the morning ses- They reported a very profitable space is needed.
1958 and 1959.
And His Orchestra—In Person
A special committee compos- sion. Small group meetings are day.
If news of the grand dedicaed of LeMoyne faculty members planned for the afternoon. Lunch
Rev. and Mrs. J.H. Mathis, tion and anniversary observance
and civic leaders is coordinat- will be served at 12:15.
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Gilbert at St. James will be told in the
motored to Chattanooga to at- next issue when the pictures will
Advance Admission S3.50—At Door $4.00
tend the State BM and E Cony be shown of that most unusual
tion. Mrs. Jennie Vance was day.
Reserved Table $4.50
able to go with them in the role
than
do
man
a
What more can
of director of music for the congive his life for a friend, and
vention.
what more can a minister do
Mrs. Mathis is president of than give his life for a friend,
the Young people's group. A and what more can a minister
PH 525 6073
645 E. GEORGIA
VERY SU AND INSPIR INSGS do than devote his services to
ION WAS HELD EACH DAY, I God thru his church as its comof director of music for the con- municants?
vention.
Indeed this man, Rev. J. T.
Mrs. Mathis is president of Freeman is most unusual to be
the Young people's group. A able to build two enormous and
very successful and inspiring se beautiful edifices in the same
sion was held each day, with city. Hats off to him and those
who followed him through.
many additions to the group.

Humboldt's AKAs Will
Sponsor A Fashion Show

HUMBOLDT'S NEWS 1

Alumni To Givel
Reports Sunday

Endorsed

CSS
fashion specialists in sires
2
/
2 to 321
/
Id to 60 and 161

s-t-r-e-t-e-h
matte Jersey
pant snit
22.00
olzen 3810 46

411111111111•1111111111,
The Most Explosive force In Jazz

opt
basie

SUNDAY—NOV. 6-8 p.m. 'til . .

DAILY

Are Available
For Trained People

BANK TELLERS
PBX RECEPTION 1st
CASHIER -CHECKERS
Brach'm chocolate eorered

in luxurious acetate/nylon
matt. jersey with full bonded lining ... and it has
built-in stretch for perfect
fit and comfort . . choose
bright plum or moss green.

MAIL ORDERS: Add 50c
postage phis 4% for Tennessee delivery.

seMbiland mall
everyniteltll9p.m.

MEMPHIS AREA ARE HIRING QUALIFIED PERSONNEL: HIGH
SCHOOL NOT NECESSARY. NO AGE LIMIT. DAY OR NITE
CLASSES. AIR-CONDITIONED

Visit or Call

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE
l lb. 6 oz.

SUITE 876
s

.ii
41°944100111111
1

527-5508

J

i

IOC% HUMAN
HAIR WIG

100% Human Hair
BUY DIRECT AND
SAVE UP TO
50% OR MORE

SEE US FOR
EXPERT STYLING!
SPECIAL
HANDMADE

Wins

S5995
$125.00 Value

PHONE

527-3619

STOUT SHOPPE

527.6436
•
64 S. MAIN
•
DOWNTOWN
UNION AVE. • 1912 UNION • 274.206S
WHITEHAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALI, • 398-0044

Warehouses in all leading U.S. Cities

IGS AT WHOLESALE PRICES
TO THE BUYING PUBLIC
•

TRAIN NOW
TERMS ARRANGED

CORDIAL CHERRIES

I

the pant suit!... wit show it

WAREHOUSE SALE DAILY
MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS

100'. HUMAN HAIR

•

YOUR MONEY'S .WOITH MORE AT

Fall fashion sensation . . .

CLUB PARADISE

amommammomi
JOBS

A taste-tempting treat the
family will love. Each box
contains 36 large, juicy,
whole red cherries floating
in a creamy cordial'center,
covered with milk chocolate. Fresh, delicious
clictose -era] hoses.

lam.

downtown • union ave.
nouthland mall

Race Relations Meet To
Be Held Here Nov. 12

-- WORTH'S]
(111T1i111L

standing: Miss Trudy Lynn Smith of Hamilton High. The contest will be climaxed
Nov. Ii wit h a coronation ball at Club
Rosewood. The contestants were dinner
guests of the NAACP and the sponsoring
committee Sunday at the Sheraton Motor

IN. 'SOCIAL BELLE' CONTEST — Here
are three more of the 20 contestants seeking the title of 'Miss Social Belle' in a
citywide contest sponsored by the Memphis branch of the NAACP. Seated, left to
right: Misses Patricia Scott of Carver High
and Jackie Hoskins of Hamilton High, and

Minutemen Link
With 8 Bombings

WIGS
$2495

Our Wigs Are...
• Adjustable - Ventilated
•Finest Workmanship

FREE HEAD FORM
WITH EACH WIG

DAILY
tt 1 CUIRE INC] OPEN
l..1±)1
10:00 10 5:30
14 NO. MAIN STREET
CORNER SOUTH COURT ST.
wommoo..

THURS. TIL 8:30

1
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'Pkway Gardens Will Walker School
PTA Meets Its
Install New Minister
New Officers

Lillic Kirklon, treasurer; Mrs.
Maxine Buford, treasurer; Mrs.
Barbara Cooper, chaplain; Mrs.
Bernice Harris, program
mittee chairman, and Miss Alberta Robinson, chairman of
membership committee.
Mrs. Hattie H. House is chairman of the publicity committee

Rev. Ezekiel Bell will be of- After only a year he was cited
ficially Installed as the pastor as "Man of the Year" for outof Parkway Gardens Presby- standing community leadership It was 'Get Acquainted
terian church at 1683. S. Park- in 1965.
Night" when the Walker avenue
way east in a service to be He had been previsously cited School at 995 S. Lauderdale at.
held there on Sunday, Nov. 13, for his work by the Delta Sigma held its first PTA meeting in
at 6 p.m.
cionraiur
nts
n roencetnhtley
ainorlorttyanind thepocratift
Theta
-program The Freedom of Information
Rev. Bell has been received b
chapterBeta
by the Memphis Presbytery and 1964.
were Mrs. C. C. Walker, Mrs. Committee of Sigma Delta Chi,
,succeeds Rev. Lawrence Hay- The minister is married to Maxine Buford, Mrs. Claudie professional journalistic society,
!good as the third pastor of the the former Mrs. Eltie Mae Jack-Wilson, Mrs. Hattie Tucker,
Monday accused the Johnson
12-year-old church with 287 son of Sheffield, Ala., a sixth, Mrs. U. Fifer the Walker ave. Administration of
"censorship
prmci
the
members.
grade teacher at Gcnigia Ele-inue Choraleers and
Paterson,
Jr.
secrecy."
mentary
school.
J.
They
have
C.
pal,
two
and
A native of Clarksdale, Miss.,
wit
was
brought to
hin
Eveh isons, John three, and Frederick, Mrs. Fifer, PTA president, The committee's annual report
1943
his parents,
Memphis
Mrs.
-I six, and live in the church presented the PTA officers of
lena Bell and the late Mr. Dan'!manse at 1253 Worthington st. the year. They are Mrs. Johnnie was specifically critical of deBell. He attended Douglass High! A 20-minute concert by 11 Turner, vice president; Mrs. fense Secretary Robert McNaschool, was graduated as vale- Cantorium under the direction Louise Jones, secretary; Mrs. mars and the Pentagon.
dictorian of the class of 1953 of Harry Winfield will precede
and was offered scholarships to the installation. Rev. Douglass a
Howard university and Tennes- Wilkerson, executive secretary
of the North Alabama Presbysee State university.
tery
will preach the installation
He chose Tennessee State and
was graduatd from there in sermon.
a
a
1953 with "highest distinction."
a
Kindly send me the Tri-State
a
At Tennessee State Rev. Bell
a
was a member of the AFROTC
Defender to address below
Tiger Jets Drill Team, president
6-1-1-J0i06
of the International Relations
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
club, president of the East Dormitory club and superintendent
ORGANS•PIANOS
of the R. E. Clay Sunday school.
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
His
major
was
history
and
he
I
Soles•Se•, ce•Rmtols
was elected to "Who's who
I TO
a
Among Students in American
Phone
Colleges and Universities."
682-4637
Rev. Bell studied theology at
the University of Chicago from
I Street Addrem
I
Zone No.
1956-59 and then accepted a call
482 S. Perkins
I
I
City
State
from the North Alabama PresI
Ext.
I
bytery to come to Huntsville.
S

Journalists Rip
LBJ Censorship

New Subscription Order

GOOD NEIGHBOR AWARD — The Good Xeighbor Youth
Foundation presented its annual award for outstanding
service in child care to Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Bowdrie, and
here they receive a plaque from Rev. J. L. Netters, president of the Good Neighbor Youth Foundation. The Bowdrfes
operate a home for deire.sdent chrbiron, and a fall drive for
funds is now in progress. On second row, from left, are
Mrs. Ann Tracy, assistant secretary; Mrs. Lillie Wheeler,

secretary, and Frank Kilpatrick, president of Bluff (ity
and Shelby County Council of Civic Clubs. On back row,
same order, are Mrs. Thelma Davidson, Rev. W. G.
Williams, Dr. J. E. Jordan, Rev. Chester Berryhill, vice
president; Rev. J. H. Burrell, Mrs. Addle Wright and
Mrs. Laura Bowens. The award was presented to the
couple at Olivet Baptist church, where they are members.

B. T. Williams Sets Up Youth Education Tours
A novel development in edu- through high school to accom- wanted autographs of Mrs. W. ness and
manufacturing institucation and public relations in pany him on week-end (usually
Handy
C.
and
Danny
Thomas
tions
It
will
certainly broaden
Memphis and the Mid-South hasi Sundays) tours of
various
among the celebrities present. their knowledge Nand underbeen launched by Bryant T.I plants and business firms.
Williams Sr., advertising .uanaThe travel tour idea is en- standing of their own commuger of the Tri-State Defendtr.1 The children have explained
busi-idorse
d and supported by the nity''.
to them the nature of the
Mr. Williams has developed' ness, the manner in which it advertisers Mr. Williams servAn advisory committee ofi
a project for stimulating the in- operates, and what it means ices
for this newspaper. The business and professional leadterest and understanding of to the community's growth.
young Memphians in the indus- They are shown various pro- children's meals are paid for by ers work with Mr. Williams in
tries and business concerns of cesses of the concerns and, the advertisers, as well as other the project. Among them are:
the city.
otherwise informed about thel expenses connected with the Mr. Speros, Mr. Whittier Sengtours.
places they visit.
stacke publisher of the Tri-State
He has organized "Youth Education and Better Relations
The Chrysler Corporation's Mr. Williams, credited with Defender, Rev. Elmer Martin,
Groups", consisting of children office in Memphis, headed by the origination of the project, Mr. John Montesi. N. D. Wil
on age levels from kindergarten Mr. William "Bill" Speros, pro- explained that "This is a pro- hams, Mr. Charles ltiashbu.-n,
vides transportation with a ject designed to acquaint young Mr. Lou Chiozzo Jr., and othtwelve-passenger station wagon. people with the industrial and ers.
Accompanied by Mr. Williams business facilities of Memphis
Mr. Williams noted that more
and a woman chaperone for the (their home town). It is meant advisers are desired. . .not to
_girls, the youngsters are given to help them educationally; and solicit funds for the educational
a tour to specific plants. They possibly lead to opportunities tours, but to help promote the
are given a tab for a meal at for them to receive on-the-job idea and assist in its developany restaurant in the city with training in some of these busi- ment.
the menu being their own individual choices. Twelve children
are taken on the tours each
Hagop G. Ghazarian, a chem- Sunday.
istry instructor at LeMoyne col-!
lege, has been awarded a grant, The project, launched three
of $2,000 by the National Science weeks ago, has evoked the enFoundation's Academic -Year thusiastic favor and praise of
parents and industrial leaders
Extension Program.
who have so far been contacted.
The grant, which covers two The children are selected
by
years, is in support of a re- Mr. Williams from all parts of
search project in protein chern. the city, on the recommendation
istry initiated by Mr. Ghazarian of residents of various commulast summer at a Research Par- nities in the city, such as Le.icipation Program for College Moyne Gardens, Walker Homes.
reachers sponsored by the Na- Castalia and other areas. Mr.
;ional Science Foundation at the Williams plans to make the profllinois Institute of Technology. ject available to children all
Mr. Ghazarian, who is in hie over the city.
:bird year at LeMoyne, will Last Friday at the Beale
continue the research at the Street Landmark Dedicatory
college during his spare time.1 ceremonies, Mr. Williams was
The project deals with construe-I accompanied by a group of Nelion of proteins in living tissues.i gro and white children who
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
frowasessonewmirmoinalllimumoloisam
▪
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

Teacher Gets
A Grant For
Protein Study

qo BY• BUS

It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

.1, CAR WASH $ 25

•
a Eftpctivp
•
III
•
•

•
•

•
•

November 79 i96

Saf nt Sun St 25
Sat Open 8 A M tr 6 P M
Sun Open 8 AA to 2 P tA

8 A.M.-6 P.M
Monday
thru
Friday

I

•
▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

•

I

•
in
111
.
a
•

3100 Summer at Baltic

Pliwommoomuma•tanowsowbe.r

411.111.1111111111111111111.111k
A AA A SALES
226 S. Main St.
S8995

c;( c )

"A Winner
Every Time"

"Let's Go To The Races"
WIN UP TO $500
Pick up your Race Cards Now at BIG STAR
You may be a Lucky Winner

n

'STOP 100'SERVICE
PRI FOR DOWNTOWNERS!
SET
90/N'To

.367 Union
527-4471

Summer
323-5594

2989

•Wigs

$100 WINNER
Robs. Lee Lrump
4958 Ford Rd.
Memphis, Tenn.

;100 WINNER
Mrs. Robbie L. Love
951 No. 7th
Memphis, Tenn.

$100 WINNER
Ora V Davis
Tupelo, Miss

"
P4
,
4117

•Refrigerators S14995
•Hardware
•Paint S239 Per Gallon •Toys
•Furniture
Register Now
FOR FREE WIG OR PORTABLE T.V. I
NAME

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE

•

ADDRESS

CUSTOM
CITY

C$ip

Coupon Out and 14o, 1 to the Above

ddrir es ft.

11,,n1 Cr,

•'`

th. VW.

For Information Call

TAILORS

BH S

_STATE

526 4854
VIMMIIMINIMMOr

INC.

2411 Vonee Ave,

JA 7-9320

T•oaelsee
"YOUR Company Makes WI,.t Yoe Ask f*9
Critafte WWI V., Think or

And

$100 WINNER
Mrs Maxcine Rimmer
888 Tully
Memphis. Tenn.

$100 WINNER
Mrs Anna Mae Harris
928 C Latham
Memphis, Tenn.

$100 WINNER
Mrs Ophelia B. Bardner
3010 Mt. Olive
Memphis, Tenn.
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Ministers BackCongressman
The Alliance also unanimously
At a meeting held on Monday
Oct. 24, members if the Minis- endorsed for reelection Centers' Interdenominational Alli- gressman George W. tinder
ance overwhelmingly endorsed from the Ninth Congressional
the Program of Progress urging District.
voters to make the crucial Rev. Henry L. Starks is presichange in the government of the dent, and Elder G. A. Elains
secretary.
*?1111111111
city of Memphis.

4.11.

4111111111111111111111111111111111\
WANTED

MEN,or WOMEN
.CROSSTOWN CAR WASH
MEN OR WOMEN
2-Full Time Jobs Open
ACCEPTING A $ 2 ,0 0 0
GRANT To Southern University is Dr. E. E. Harrison, center, Dean of the
University. At left is R. D.
Anding, manager of Enjoy
Chemical Company's Baton
Rouge plant, and at t h e
right is R. F. Howe, masa-

- - -

• Page 5

DEFENDER

1966

ger of Humble Oil and Refining company's Baton
Rouge refinery. Both of the
companies are members of
the Humble Oil Education
Foundation, through which
th e grant was made to
Southern. The grunt is "unrestricted" in that the funds

will be used at the discretion of t h e university.
Through their foundations.
the companies have allocated more than $700,000 in
grants to U.S. colleges and
universities for the academ•
lc year 1966-67.

3-Part Time Jobs Open
Wednesday.& Saturday
Driving Experience Preferred

• ••

DIRECT FROM NEW YORK CITY
St. Thomas Church Presents:

CLEO QUITMAN DANCE GROUPE
NOVEMBER 20, 1966
ELLIS AUDITORIUM
Varied dances - Fabulously costumed - Classical Ballet to
the Authentic Jazz-Blues or Primitive.
Talented cast in a vibrant program sure to please all

4.1.E0 Qt.ITMAN
Internationally Known Ballerina And Choreographer &
JOSEPH JOHNSON Jr., Noted Congo Drumnier.

Time-8 P.M.-Ellis Auditorium
For ticket reservations: Call Tri-State Defender Jackson 64391

CROSSTOWN CAR WASH
251 N. CLEVELAND

TIGER TOWN NEWS

First floor and first baleony $4 00 Box seats $4.50
Second balcony $3.00 Remainder of seats $1.50

This is Shirley Gholston andilirs. K. P. Thomas's home- I Tennessee for a course in engiAnita Spraggins greeting you room.
, neering.
from the man parts of the TiThe junior high team chos e l
gers' den.
Diane Hendricks to serve asi
There has been much excite-I
ment in the sportsman's lair, 1 queen. "Red Carpet service fort
for the Tigers have had two Diane, please."
great attacks.
Miss Vivian Smith of Miss,
The first one was from the Parker's 12-4 homeroom w a sl
Wildcats (Hamilton) who did not chosen by a majority vote to
stir up much action, for the Tig- reign as "Miss Senior." Other
ers defeated them 27 to 6.
contestants were Barbara AnCONSTITUTION
derson and Shirley Gholston.
And on last Friday the WarriAn election for the purpose of submitting the following proposed AMENDMENTS TO THE
ors (Washington) went on the In the Sage's Corner this week
State
to the voters of the State for ICATIFICATION OR REJECTION will be held in every County of the
warpath and evacuated their te- the spotlight is focused upon
pees to see a great victory — James Bradford, an intelligent
only in the Tigers' favor. With and sophisticated senior. He is
all of the Tigers in the teepees, the son of Mrs. Ruby M. Tucker
Manassas was victorious by a of 2562 Select ave.
which said election will be conducted according to the general election laws of the State and at which electinn all persons
score of 33 to 13. How Warriors!
He is a member of the Friendqualified to vote as required in elections for representatives to the General Assembly shall be entitled to vote.
The junior high football team ship Baptist church where he is
celebrated its homecoming on assistant secretary of the SunOct. 25. Although defeated by day school and a member of the
by the Governor as provided in Article In,
counties or districts as shall be provided by
PROPOSAL (I): SETS REPRESENTATIVES'
the Lester Lions 13 to 0, it was youth choir.
Section 9, or by the presiding officers of both
law. Counties having two or more Representahighlighted with a dance.
TERMS FOR TWO YEARS,SENATORS'FOR
At the Big "M" he is a memHouses at the written request of two-thirds
districts.
separate
into
tives shall be divided
FOUR YEARS, AND SPEAKERS' FOR TWO
On The other side of the Ti- ber of the 12-2 homeroom of
of the members of each House."
gers' den, is the society corner, Mrs. C. Wilson and its business
In a district composed of two or more counties,
YEARS.
manager.
and action is exploding.
other
ADOPTED: December 10, 196t
at
least
adjoin
one
shall
each county

\

NOTICE OF ELECTION ON PROPOSED
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 11966

The senior high football team
chose from four girls to reign as
Miss Manassas for 1966-67:
Gwendolyn Bowie, Rhynette
Northcross, Gwendolyn Bowden
and Shirley Gholston.

He is also the business manager of the school choir, president of the Ole Timers Social
club and a member of the Student Council. He is now listed as
a soloist-baritone — with the
West Tennessee chorus.

A 21gun salute to Gwendolyn
Bowden of 12-5 homeroom who , After graduating from here, he
received the honor. She is frbm plans to enter the University of

WHO
WANTS TO WORK
FOR THE TELEPHONE
COMPANY?

'A family wee has to think
about sickness benefrts,
paid vocations, good pap.
I get them all at
Southern Bell, and enjoy
my work."

'1 like knowing the work I
do is important ... semdall
people really seed.'

Men and women who wont challenge and
opportunity. A future in on exciting and growing
Industry. Good pay. Plenty of chance for
advancement. That's who.
And there's more. Telephone employees get paler
vacations, a college tuition plan, sickness benefits..
You may qualify for all this if you're a high school
graduate.
Who wants to work for the telephone company?
Maybe you.
Employment Office 201 Court Avenue, Memphis. Tessesesee
9 to 410 Monday tkrw Saturday
An Equal Opportunity ttniskrfw

Apply in person if you have not previously placed
on application.

Southern Bell

BE IT RESOLVED,That Article-IL Section
3, of the Constitution of Tennessee is hereby
amended to read as follows:
"Section • 3. The Legislative authority of
this state shall be vested in a General Assembly, which shall consist of a Senate and House
of Representatives, both dependent on the;
people. Representatives shall hold office for
two years and Senators for four years from
the day of the general election, except that the
Speaker of the Senate and the Speaker of the
House of Representatives, each shall hold his
office as Speaker for two years or until his
successor is elected and qnalified, provided
however, that in the first general election after
adoption of this amendment Senators elected
in districts designated by even numbers shall
be elected for four years and those elected in
districts designated by odd numbers shall be
elected for two years. In a county having more
than one senatorial district, the districts shall
be numbered consecutively."
ADOPTED: December 9, 1965
PROPOSAL (2): REQUIRES APPORTIONMENT ACCORDING TO POPULATION AND
THE U. 9. CONSTITUTIOA EVERY TEN
YEARS, ETC.
BE IT RESOLVED,That Article II, Section
4, of the Constitution of Tennessee is hereby
amended to read as follows:
'Section 4. The apportionment of Senators
and Representatives shall be substantially according to population. After each decennial
census made by the Bureau of Census of the
United States is available the General Assembly shall establish senatorial and representative districts. Nothing in this Section nor in
this Article II shall deny to the General
Assembly the right at any time to apportion
one House of the General Assembly using
geography, political subdivisions,substantially
equal population and other criteria as factors;
provided such apportionment when effective
shall comply with the Constitution of the
United States-as then amended or authoritatively interpreted. If the Constitution of the'
United States shall require that Legislative
apportionment not based entirely on population be approved by vote of the electorate, the
General Assembly shall provide for such vote
in the apportionment act."
ADOPTED: December 9, 1965
PROPOSAL (3): REQUIRES REPRESENTATIVES TO BE APPORTIONED INTO DISTRICTS AS PROVIDED BY LAW.
•
BE IT RESOLVED,That Article II, Section
5, of the Constitution of Tennessee is hereby
amended to read as follows:
.
. "Section 5. The number of Representatives
shall be ninety-nine and shall be apportioned
by the Genetal Assembly among.the several

county of such district; and no county shall
be divided in forming such a district"
ADOPTED: December 9, 1965
PROPOSAL (4): REQUIRES REPRESENTATIVE TO BE A QUALIFIED VOTER IN HIS
DISTRICT.
BE IT RESOLVED,That Article II, Section
5, of the Constitution of Tennessee is hereby
amended by adding thereto the following additional subsection:
"Section 5a. Each district shall be represented by a qualified voter of that district."
ADOPTED: December 10, 1965
PROPOSAL (5): REQUIRES SENATORS TO
BE APPORTIONED ACCORDING TO POPULATION.
BE IT RESOLVED, That Article U, Section
6, of the Constitution of Tennessee is hereby
amended to read as follows:
"Section 6. The number of Senators shall
be apportioned by the General Assembly
among the several counties or districts substantially according to populatioq, and shall
not exceed one-third the number of Representatives. Counties having two or more
Senators shall be divided into separate districts. In a district composed of two or more
cdunties, each county shall adjoin at least one
other county of such district; and no county
shall be divided in forming such a district.".
ADOPTED: December 9, 1965
PROPOSAL (6): REQUIRES SENAMP
BE A QUALIFIED VOTER IN HIS DISTRIC
BE IT RESOLVED,That Article II, Section
6, of the Constitution of Tennessee is hereby
amended by adding thereto the following additional subsection:
Section 6a. Each district shall be represented by a qualified voter of that district."
ADOPTED: December 10, 1965
PROPOSAL (7): PRESCRIBES TIME FOR
LEGISLATIVE MEETINGS, ETC.
BE IT RESOLVED,That Article II, Section
8, of the Constitution of Tennessee is hereby
amended to read as follows:
"Section 8. The General Assembly shall
meet in organizational session on the first
Tuesday in January next succeeding the election of the members of the House of Representatives, at which session, if in order, the
Governor shall be inaugurated, and it shall remain in session for not longer than fifteen
consecutive calendar days during which session no legislation shall be passed on third and
final reading. Thereafter, the General Assembly shall meet on the fourth Tuesday in February next, and may by joint resolution recess
or adjourn until such time or times as it shall
determines It shall be convened at other times

PROPOSAL (8): ALLOWS COUNTY LEG
LATIVE BODY TO FILL VACANCIES.
BE IT RESOLVED,That Article II, Sectiox
15, of the Constitution of Tennessee is hereby
amended to read as follows:
"Section 15. When the seat of any member
of either House becomes vacant his successor
shall be elected by the Legislative body of the
county of his residence at a meeting duly
called for such purpose. Only a qualified voter
of the district from which such member watt
elected may be eligible to succeed him. The
term of any Senator so elected shall expire at
the next general election, at which his successor shall be elected."
ADOPTED: December 10, 1965
PROPOSAL (9): SETS LEGISLATIVE PAY
AND LIMITS OF LEGISLATIVE EXPENSES,
ETC.
BE IT RESOLVED,That Article II, Section
23, of the Constitution of Tennessee is hereby
amended to read as follows:
"Section 23. Each member of the Genoral
Assembly shall receive an annual salary nf
$1,800.00 per year payable in equal monthly
installments from the date of his election, and
in addition, such other allowances for expenses in attending sessions or committee
meetings as may be provided by law The
Senators, when sitting as a Court of Impeach..
rnent; shall receive the same ali.wances for
expenses as have been provided by law for the
members of the General Assembly. The compensation and expenses of the members of the
General Assembly may from time to time be
reduced or increased by laws enacted by the
General Assembly; however, no increase or
decrease in the amount thereof shall take
effect until the next general elAction for Representatives to the General Assembly. Provided,
further, that the first General Assembly meeting after adoption of this amendment shall be
allowed to set its own expenses. However, no
member shall be paid expenses, nor travel
allowances for more than ninety Legislative
days of a regular session, excluding the organizational session, nor for more than thirty
Legislative days of any extraordinary Seen1011.
"This amendment shall take effect IMIXIO•
diately upon adoption so that any member of
.the General Assembly elected at a general
election wherein this amendment ii approved
shall be entitled to the compensation set
herein."
ADOPTED: December 10, 1965
.

This publication made pursuant, to the
re3olution of the Constitutional Convention,

4

JOE C. CARR,
Secretary of State, State of Tensaw**
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WASHING EON — In the sheltered isolation of our
feed
which
ideas
and
existence, penetrated mostly by things
our historic and on-going prejudices, rarely do we find time
black
to note and appreciate the efforts of those white and
integration
of
Americans who are grappling with the problem
and segregation at one of its roots — education.
Because our headlines are so completely dominated with
the nesureencies of the Leste- Marir'oxes and George Wallaces,
we could not know. of a little known, project, currently being
executed in Illinois, which is designed to help school administrators and teachers and community and public officials meet
the educational needs for a changing community.
One salient a'spect of the program, initiated by the Illinois
Commission on Human Relations, is encouraging school
superintendents and principals of all-white schools to actively
integrate their teaching staffs. For the white child needs the
image of equality created by the Negro teacher as much as the
I Negro child needs the benefits of integrated and quality edu-

TRI-STATE AREA
SERVING 1,000100 NEGROES IN THE

Ultimate Goals
The momentum of the civil rights 1
revolution has been arrested; not because the revolution has spent its kinetic
energy; not because all of the objectives
sought have been obtained—but because
of an ideological conflict as to the means
to achieve the desired end at a quickening pace.

It should be obvious to 01 Negroes
of whatever persuasion that the struggle
for freedom cannot be won through digunity born out of an indefensible desire
for self-aggrandizement.

The proponents of Black Power committed the unpardonable error of allowcation.
ing the concept to become synonymous
An equally important aspect is the effort extended toward
with vb ,ience. Such a connotation is both
changing the attitude of the hundreds of white superintenirrelevant a n d impractical. Fundamendents and teachers who currently teach and administrate in an
tally, the concept of Black Power is a
integrated situation, hut are befluiriled by their inability to
of
mobilization
the
communicate with.their charges.
really
for
dynamics
set of
the
of
grasp
the
within
resources
Thus, to accomplish this end came the development of
all the
History was made again down whose presence would lic,ve lea% the world-wide acceptance of
fashprograms
variously titled: "Sensitivity Training Institute for
to
manner
as
last
week.
The
the
occaBeale
Street
greater
significance
to
on
the contribution of Mr. Handy
Negro masses, in such
the
blues"
"Minority Groups in the Teaching of
"avenue
of
famed
Superintendents:"
...
school
the
blues
as
School
teachers,
and
the
place
of
sion
the
cohesion
ion on the anvil of racial
scene of a dedicatory preachers, businessmen and the "breeding-ground" for jazz American History," and "In Service Course in Human Rewas
the
black man's own economic and politi- ceremony designating it as an other community leaders . . . and other forms of popular
lations Education."
cal destiny.
American Historic Landmark. were conspicuous by their ab-,music.
Chicago,

School desegregation, which h a s
meant token compliance at best, has virtually come to a standstill; public accommodations below the Mason and Dixon
Line are a mirage; freedom of residence,
so far, has been successfully obstructed;
and, not enough federal registrars are
dispatched to the rural areas in Dixie to
prevent a large segment of Negro voters
Currently, at North Chicago High School, in North
from being intimidated.
I With no design to reflect on or
The event is significant in sence.
America
white
thesis
Ill..
some 50 teachers and school administrators are involved
the
This is
Clearly this is not backlash against
more ways than one. First of Of course, this attitude has criticize the Negro, the point of
Nein
what
must be an exhilaratine 10-week seinini,r. subtitled:
The
along.
'view
from
here
is
that
their
all
understandable
aspects.
demonstrations a n d riots. It is a well has been preaching
all, it is the only place in its
attitude
as
described
Teacher
and the Student: The Wall Between."
above
is
"The
Street
has
long
been
the
Beale
economic
from
been
given
Memphis that has
planned rebellion against concessions gro's final emancipation
outgrowth
of
the
brainan
distinction. Many of the center of a reprehensible slumWhile sponsored by North Chicago School Districts 63, 64
made by the Administration and against oppressicn a n d social subjugation will such
leading citizens of the commu- ghetto. Its reputation is not al- washing which has warped the and 123, the material and program was prepared by Miss
Congressional enactments which have come only through self help, self-deter- nity, some Negro and many together savory. It is not re- outlook and thinking of too many Beatrice Young, director of Education Service, Illinois ComNetended to widen the scope of first class mination and self-respect. The blessings white, along with Cabinet-rank garded as a compliment among Negroes toward all things
mission on Human Relations, and Miss Aviva Futorian, Middisto
them
groid.
It
leads
Interior
StewNegroes to be designated a
of a free society will not be offered to Secretary of the
citizenship for the American Negro.
west education director, Anti-Defamation League.
anyassociate
themselves
with
art Udall, were present to re- "Beale Streeter." It is fashionthing exclusively of Negro oriThe rebellion is given a political him on a silver platter. He must earn count high points in Beale ,
Perhaps for the first time in their lives, these school ofable among Negroes to disavow
coating because this is an election year. them from the sweat of his own brow. Street's past and interpret its any respect or love for the gin or appearance. It makes ficials are honestly discussing "waYs in which school personthem flinch when the word
The advocates of Black Power have meaning to the nation and the
Politicians who are not too sure of vicnel can utilize the resources of the community: and "Little
is
not
regarded
blues.
And
it
"Negro"
is applied to them. It I
for
theme
An
accepted
world.
intellectual
of
lack
shocking
Black Sambo Revisited" or "how the white history of the
tory are grabbing at anything that exhibited a
the occasion was recognition of as a -cultural gap" not to know makes them glad to be "someNegro in .America has created a 'Sambo' image, and the efdefine
to
sense
might lure the voters to their side. Open capacity and directional
the fact that Beale Street is one too much about W. C. Handy. thing else- . . . away from
attitude
prevails
fects
this image has on both teachers and students."
This
despite
Street!
Beale
intelligibilof th most famous thorofares
housing is the one aspect of civil rights that concept with persuasive
things being discussed are "Educating the Negro
Other
its
indigthanks
to
earth
.
.
.
on
on which the North and the South have ity. Yet it is by far the brightest notion enous music and W. C. Handy's
Child: Progress or Poison" in which they honestly seek to
complete identity of emotional reactions. that has come out of t h e civil rights discovery of the "Beale Street JACKIE ROBINSON
unconsciously, on the Negro child growing up in a white
It, therefore, becomes an easy target on movement. It is one with which the ulti- sound", commonly known as the —
world? How do these values affect his later adjustment in
society?"
which to rally intersectional support for mate destiny of the black masses is wo- "blues."
Still more: "Facts of Race and the Responsibility of Teachmassive resistance to further gains by ven. The old historical assumption that It was a fitting tribute. This
is true despite the attitudes of
ers,"
wherein they talk about the "concept of species and
burden
is
man's
the
white
Negro
is
and
the
freedom
Negroes in their quest for
too many Negroes who deplore
race: similarities and differences between major racial popuprocession
longer
compatible
with
the
no
equality.
the existence of Beale Street
lations; genetic status of the American Negro and white popJust at the critical moment, when of freedom and equality. Even in a de- and who disown the blues as a
BY JACKIE ROBINSON
best could be found in a very ulations; and the relationship of these facts to quality teachsmall percentage of our group ing.,,
all the factions in the Black Revolution mocracy, a man must be able to "paddle Negro product deserving re- The kind of
leadership which
spectful attention.
stand in need of unity in order better his own canoe." Unless the Negro devel- It was this attitude on the, could help the black man to and black productivity obvious- And finally the seminar participants will discuss "New Obly would move us forward rapidligations for Change" in which they will take "a look at old
to withstand the assault of the enemy, ops his own independence and power, the part of fellow members of his solve his complex problems was ly.
a schism, with unimaginable conse- recognition and equity that he seeks to- race ...particularly in verbalized recently from the Dr. Powell's call on his audi- responsibilities and new factors emerging in the current social
quences, sets them apart, at the extreme day will long remain an unfulfilled Memphis, which left Composer pulpit of Abyssinian Baptist ence to "exercise a mass re- revolution as they relate to the North Chicago Schools."
and blues-discoverer, W. C. Church. Adam
The fact that these white superintendents and teachers
dream.
Clayton Powell sponsibility for their fate" can
ends of the poles of direct action.
Handy, with one of the great
is one of

A Point Of Veiw

Praises Powell's Stand
On Power

are consciously involved in a program of this type
gave a magnificent interpretadisappointments of his colorful tion of
"Black Power" and what be endorsed without hesitancy. the most healthful signs on the American scene.
life. On one of the last of his it means to
him. He issued a While I can't agree that our efIt probably outdates the story of one district superintendent
frequent visits to his formerly ringing
denunciation of the forts in the past five years have who came to his integrated school one day to find it being
adopted home-town, Mr. Handy
been "a magnificent exercise of
"More than 300 of our skilled peo- The building is to be restored to its sorrowfully noted that he had Stokely Carmichael versio n. near futility with our marches picketed by a vocal group of Negro parents who were demandThe
politico-minister's
words
ple live in parts of the city threatened original number of suites. Each 'will received no invitations from were indeed a blessing in this our picketing, and now our re- ing an ouster.
Negro
visit
with
churches
to
bellion", I believe further use
Wringing his hands in honest consternation, the superinhave three bedrooms. The Cleveland
writer's opinion.
by decay. Our own location makes us
them. This was in contrast to
of
these
tactics
would
resolvr
paced his halls asking whomever would listen, why
tend(nt
company paid $15,000 for the building the attitude of local white
a neighbor of Hough. With our emThere are many people who in futility.
happened, how could it happen, and what could they
this
had
and is going to spend $100.000 to ren- churches, who frequently and feel that Dr. Powell has
ploys we face all the poblems that
I believe had it not been for possibly want'?
ovate it. It hardly seemed the area for enthusiastically opened their lost stature in recent weeks. the massive marches, the courcome when good neighborhoods turn
A human relations official called to the scene promptly
)
investing
corporate funds. The neigh- doors to the famous musician, Whether or not
ageous demonstrations and our asked the superintendent "have you ever asked
them what
into slums. I think we will demonstrate
out of respect to his contribu- le feels a need
heroic young people, our po
borhood
is
deteriorating
rapidly,
and
in all sincerity— "I never
whereupon
he
replied
want,"
they
tion to American cultural ex- to recover lost
that the direct approach we are taking
sition would not today cause
the riots resulted in $1,000,000 in prop- pression.
territory, we are
leaders to cast a worried eye thought of that."
makes good sense and is good business."
erty damage and four deaths.
,.
Miss Young and those who work with her fully underMr. Handy's sorrow was based certain that his
The President might not be
on his feeling that the Negro strong and
pushing for civil rights laws or stand that "too many school systems consider school integraThis is the opinion of Dr. James
But Warner and Swasey is an in- church leaders failed to under- courageaus
heads of state, city and local tion achieved when the problem of racial balance is solved."
C. Hodge, president of Warner a n d
government seeking advice and
dugrial neighbor of the area. The com- stand and appreciate the feeling stand from the
They also know that the problem of school desegregation
Swasey Co., maker of lathes and earthpulpit will have
guidance from qualified Negro rests almost totally in the hands of school district superintenpany does not intend to move. Its deci- and philosophy of the mass Ne- a treMendous
moving equipment, in announcing the.
leaders.
gro which he had captured in
dents who can effect a change if they are really sincere
sion to help improve housing conditions his
blues compositions . . and effect upon Ne- ROBINSON
company's plan to renovate a apartment
I suggtst what is now needed enough.
of the Hough community is a pioneer- these leaders' ignorance of the gro people.
is a sincere effort by Dr. Pow
building in t h e heart of Cleveland's
What is happening now in North Chicago and will soon be
ing step that may prove to be socially fact that he had written other I must admit that I like Dr. ell, Roy Wilkins, Dr. King
slum-ridden Hough area.
happening
in other Illinois school districts in Kankakee. May
rewarding. Besides giving hope to the kinds of music, much of which Powell's definition of "Black I Whitney Young, and A. Philip world striN Kewanee is the essence of what
U.S. Commissioner
was definitely and deliberately! Power". Our sincere faith and' Randolph to mobilize these foreLack of adequate housing was be- frustrated people of the Hough area, it designed for use in churches
trust in God, a pride that has es to stop worrying about of Education How meant when he said recently:
lieved to be a major factor in last July's will restore confidence a n d promote and for religious expression. It long been lacking among most who is going to receive the
"We are going to have to put our own jobs on the line. We
rioting in Cleveland. Warner and Swa- peace and order. For contented people pained him that his own peonle of us, black initiative which at credit.
may have to risk resigning!"
missed the meaning of his
--sey Co. bought a four-story apartment do not riot.
music
building, originally a 13-suite u n i t.
It is a fact that most Negroes ONILY IN AMERICA.. .
If other companies in similar cirwhich was converted some years ago
did miss the importance of Mr.
cumstances would follow suit, slum Handy's contribution in music.
to 18 suites.
clearing would not be so monumental R With the exception of the better
Presently there are seven tenants. burden to city and federal governments. Negro musicians and only a
handful of comparatively educated Negroes, virtually no
By HARRY GOLDEN
ises and listened when they
I did not support John Lind- TOBACCO AND STATE LINES
members of his race held much
respect for Mr. Handy's music John F. Hylan, who was also knew it was all malarkey. The say for mayor of the city. But The U. S. is a common
marIn the course of his campaigning GOP committeeman of Berwyn township of Beak Street origin. Actually known as "Red Mike," t h e fivelcent fare was a myth.
will salute his political acu ket when it comes to shipping
the acceptance of his Beale
- who admits he didn't consult Percy. Street music, the Blues, so far the mayor of New York. never In the 1890's when a schooner men and his honesty in raising goods back and forth over state
this past week, Sen. Paul H. Douglas
a bridge or unveiled
the subway fare.
lines or from city out to country.
But that isn't exactly the point. The overshadowed Mr. Handy's other adedicated
of beer cost a nickel, the substatue that a ghost writer
made the point that, only two years ago,
way companies could probably The new mayor realized he But we respect city limits when
point is that, just two years ago, Percy musical productions, in the didn't write for him.
minds of Negroes who should
transport citizens at a nickel was doing no one a favor by it comes to state and municipal
Charles H. Percy was depicted in a had made the error of commiting
himself have known better, until they Red Mike rarely made any a ride and make money.
taxes.
campaign newspaper advertisement as ,1 to Goldwater. It never crossed the mind never got around to a genuine statement that the leader of In the 1930s, when beer was subsidizings the straphangers.
The beer companies don't sub- In North Carolina, the state
being a fighter against open occupancy of the Berwyn committeeman that such respect for him and his work. Tammany Hall didn't see first, 15 cents it was obvious to any- sidize them nor does General taxes food
instead of cigarettes,
That's why Handy's Park on except one, the axiomatic lo- one who could count that transand a champion of the neighborhood a man as Percy would be FOR open Beale Street has been largely gan of all aspiring New York porting the folks back and forth Motors. There is no reason why tobacco being one of the major
the subway should.
industries here. As far North as
school system which promotes de facto occupancy. Who could imagine such a abandoned to the disadvantaged politicians: "I promise to keep at a nickel a head was a losing
proposition. But the subways The price is 20 cents and New York the cops have a speand forgotten Negroes of the five-cent fare."
thing?
school segregation.
it because the city picked maybe a quarter and the sooner cial squad whose duty it is to
Paul H. Douglas continues to say, Memphis. That's why white The Republicans who cam did
Memphians had to take most paigned for mayor right out of up the rest of the tab.
the taxpayer knows it, the bet- arrest cigareette smugglers who
sneak over the George WashingPercy's companion in this ad was "You know where I stand!" And so we of the lead in securing a fine
J. P. Morgan's office also prom- The city and its authorities ter he will manage his own ton bridge at
midnight, their
do.
statue
of
the
great
accounts.
composer.
Douglas' iron principles always have
Edmund J. Kucharski, the present GOP
ised to keep the thought the five-cent fare would
trucks filled with cartons from
That's
why
white
Memphians,
five-cent
t h e
keep the population perpetually 1 Every taxpayer should know North Carolina
candidate for county treasurer, who still been such that one always could be en- with the Negro exception of U.
costing no More
fare. Good or happy. With beer at a quarter. whither his
dollar goes. T o than $2.
is a red-hot opponent of open occupancy. tirely sure of him.
George W. Lee, and a few
bad, mediocre or obviously even a 15-cent fare take his money and
place it It is not at all hard
As to being sure of Percy, it de- others were featured on the
talented, the was inadequate and perhaps 20 in a capital
to suggest
improvemeets fund, we ought to
Percy, however, was quick to re- pends on what year one has in mind, dedicatory program of last week
candidates
abolish state lines
all cents was too cheap.
then
remove
it
from
capital
. . honoring Beale Street, the
tort that he had known nothing about 1964 or 1966 or
and artificial barriers, but we
had one platsome other year. Of blues, and Handy.
A subway guard no longer improvements to make up a are liable to git no
form plank in
the 1964 anti-open occupancy ad. The ad course Percy didn't know
futther
works six days, 12 hours a day subway deficit is in many ways with such a
in advance The younger Negroes present
common.
suggestion than
a
corrupt
had been run in such areas as Cicero and about the backlash
procedur"
subway
guard
It
is
week.
A
a
for
a
$1/1
we would it we suggested aboladvertisement - - for the occasion largely went
That the sub$1111 for five days with way of lying.
Berwyn, and its obvious point was to but he also didn't repudiate it when along for the ride and the exishing the poor and the undetway should only makes
leave and vacation time.
citement of a crowd. The older
The New York politilians privileged.
cost 70 cents. sick
capture some backlash votes for Percy he found out about it.
Negroes present, with the exGolded
There
ar•I And the city can no longer'have been lying about that five- This last make
In his race for governor. But Percy was
sense
The chances are that the ad wasn't ception of a few veteran Beale some Indignant howls but the furtively pick up the tab on a I cent fare for a half century.
except after two centuries of
able to prove that the ad wasn't his idea. at all out of step with
Streeters,
were
there
mostly
to
own
truth
of
because
its
the
matter
Is
that
New
cent
fare
The
voters
loved
15
it and went concentrated effort
his philosophy
no one has
see the celebrities and possibly
Beyond question he is telling the truth. at that time. And that's why
have only themselves Transportation authority owns along with the myth. It finally Carolina all the
we'll take be seen in the television pictures Yorkers
best people are
blame.
law
must
caught
up
to
subways
and
by
the
with
them
all
Me ad was bought and paid for by the Douglas.
sad yet figured out how. In
North
of the crow!. Those Negroes They listened to these prom- prove itself self supporting,.
salute
Lindsay
against a tax on cigarettes.

A Good Investment

The Myth Of The 5c Fare Leaves New York

Percy Didn't Know, But...
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orr,anized

lcandidates were not the moatisome very capable Negroes that
the
, 'qualified. "Had they sought"tright have been persuade.: to

Black Panti"rs during the "lai help, they could
Democratic primary shortly before he became chairman of
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC).

R. L. Radford of Trenton.i Mr. Radford has
also served
Tenn., was elected to the office
Commissioner of Athleties
of vice-president of the newly , for Region IV. He is a member
formed Gibson County Teacher's of the First Baptist Church,
Association at the initial meet-!Trenton, where he is a membei
ing of teachers from both Race of the Finance committee. a
groups.
trustee and a Sunday School
officer.
Mr. Radford was elected without one dissenting vote. He He is an active member of the
brings with him to this office a Jackson Alumni chapter of
wealth of executive experience. Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity in
He is the immediate past which he has held various positions for a long time.
president of the Gibson County
Negro Association, and has Mr. Radford i s an active
served as an Elementary prin- member of the American Lecipal in the county for several gion, an organization in which
he has held most positions
years.
cally as well as statewide. He
nefure becoming a principal is an active member of W.J.O.
he was coach of Athletic activi• Lee No 1290 Elks of Humboldt.
ties at one of the county's larger He is married to the
former
high schools. He now serves as Miss Leverne Newhouse. They
principal of Fly School in the have two lovely
daughters.
county.
Lorna and Angela.

Negroes were urged to boycott the Democratic primary
and vote instead in their own
nominating convention. Some
821 Negroes turned out to vote
for the black panthers, but
nearly 750 Negroes cast ballots
in the Democratic primary anyway and no Negro candidate
won.

have foundlrun," he said.

'
tit LADIES APPAREL

1239 Thomas

Memphis, Ton.
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GREAT VALUES
Complete line of Ladies' Apparel
Come By And Browse
Lay Away

One influential Negro resident said Cie Black Panther

CONGRATULATIONS! . . . Student Council
president OW McKenzie of Indianapolis,
Ind., left. congratulates Student Council vice
president David Rutledge of Chattanooga,
Tenn., at the end of the inaugural ceremonies when the two formally took the oath
of office. "Miss Tennessee State", Marcella
Daniel of Paraiso, Canal Zone, Panama, and

Dr. W. S. Davis, university president, look
on. Both McKenzie and Rutledge are members of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity; "Miss
Tennessee State" is a member of the Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, and is one of the
famed Tiger Belles track stars. — (Joe
Zinn Photo

Black Panthers Seek Ala. Vote Sweep
MONTGOMERY. Ala. (UPI'.
— The Black Panther party
founded by "Black Power" advocate Stokely Carmichael has
fielded Negro candidates seeking a virtual sweep of offices
In Lowndes (Ilayneville) Coenty.
,

There are 2,800 registered in the direction of someone."
Negro voters in the Black (Soil) "Voter turnout also might
be
Belt county • and 2.400 white a problem," Hulett said.
voters.

"We should be able to carry
well over the majority of Negro
votes cast." said John Hulett.
chairman of the Lowndes
The seven candidates are County Panthers. But he admitplacing their hopes on a Negro ted that efforts to form a bloc
vote were uncertain.
bloc vote in the Nov. 8 general
election. White politicians say "Negro voters are like white
Negro backing of the Panthers;voters," he said. "They are gowill not be that solid.

ling to vote as they please, not

SHELBY COUNTY NEEDS
CLAYTON ELAM IN NASHVILLE

You Can Be Proud Of

HOWARD
As Your U.S. SENATOR

Care for Retarded Children.
r PA Ili POLITI, AL A(JVh HTISEMI,NY)

Memphis, Tennessee
INITIAL STAFFING CONTINUES IN MANY FIELDS WITHIN OUR NEW
TELEVISION MANUFACTURING FACILIP.'. THE CITY'S FASTEST GROWING INDUSTRY OFFERS EXCELLENT BENEFITS, SALARY POTEHTIAL AND WORKING
CONDITIONS. YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO EXPLORE THESE ONCE -IN -A
LIFE TIME -OPPORTUNITI ES.

QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTORS
Should

2 years electronics training in trade school or military. Experience in TV g•rvice, moss electronic assembly operations, or related experience in electronic
quality control
procedures would be highly desirable.
have

TROUBLESHOOTERS

exactly what we can do," be
said.

Completion of electronics school and experience in troubleshooting of television sets.
This
requires

The cr.ndidates are seeking
the offices of sheriff, coroner,
tax assesor, tax collector, and
three seats on the county board

Prefer

The Best-Groomed
Men Use MURRAY'S
Superior Hair Pomade

knowledge of all types of test equipment including oscilloscopes, volt meters. etc.

TEST MAINTENANCE
in electronics plus experience in the maintenance of test equipment
oscilloscopes, volt meters, signal generators, etc.
training

PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY CONTROL
Prefer at least 5 years experience in scheduling, material and inventory control and production co-ordination in electronics or r•loted field. College degree preferred but not necessary.

GENERAL ACCOUNTANT
Accounting degre• and 2.4 years accountin g experience•r•quired. Prefer Ind,it'
.al accounting
experience.

PURCHASE FOLLOW-UP ANALYST

Applicant should hove previous industrial purchasing experience, preferably
in electrcnics
or cabinets.

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIAN
Kinky, Stubborn Heir
ifflipOttdil "As If By Magic"
Now. you can have all-day
confidence

your hair is neatly. groomed if you apply a dab of
RRAY'S Superior
HAIR DRESSING POMADE in the
morning. No matter if you wear it kusg
and slick or than for cool comfort
MURRAY'S dines it best. Contains no
alkalies or harsh irritants,
and—Veis
never ITCaily.
You'll find MURRAY'S Superior
HAIR DRESSING POMADE
on sale at your
favorite cosmetic
counter. If your
dealer does not
have Murray',
Pomade he can
get it quickly for Lula IOC TRIAL MIC
you or send only St, and we will mail
you 2 giant size Hair Pomade post-paid
MORNAY'S MINKRIOlt PRODUCTS COMPANY
4118 Garton* Me.,
Nick. 45211

Should hove four years experience in Constructing, Installing, Maintaining and
trouble Shooting
Equipment of essentiallly on electrical nature.
For additional information coil (Area Code 901) 363-8000, Extension 2045, and ask for J. H.
Calvet,. If this is not convenient send your resume, including salary requirements
fog

J. H. COLVETT
RCA Victor Home Instruments Division
5000 Raines Rood
Memphis, Tennessee
An Equal Odportun,ty Employ*,

The Most Trusted Name
in Electronics

cm.
o'?14t

YOU CAN WIN VS $14000.00
PLAY A&P's NEW
EXCITING GAME
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY
HOW T9 PLAY B I,LLFOLD BINGO

tion you will receive your prize from the Store Manager.
5. You win a FREE PRODUCT PRIZE if your game slip
is marked with the word "Free". Just cut the slip in
half, where indicated, and trade in the free portion of
the slip for the actual product at ALP. The size and
weight of your free itern is specified on the slip. Present the "FREE" sup with the corresponding free product
to the Cashier as you check out, and save the bottom
half of your slip so you can continue playing,
1. Cash in your slips as soon as you are a winner. Win
your share of thousands of dollars of prizes. KEEP YOUR
GAME CARD AND CONTINUE PLAYING.

JOIN THE FUN.
PLAY BILLFOLD BINGO at

7. Hold all slips! No pr;ze wit: be awarded unless the
required slips are submitted. Only slips clearly legible

to the naked eye, and not altered or mutilated, will be
accepted. Alt slips submitted become the property of
ALP and cannot be returned.
S. Only green slips distributed through participating
ALP stores and those published in local newspapers
originating within the Division are eligible. We reserve
the right to correct any typographical or mechanical
errors which might appear in any printed matter, irtcluding Game Slips, etc . in conjunction with this game,
and to reject any slip not obtained through legitimate
channels.

WINNERS
EVERY
DAY

FREE A&P PRODUCT
AND INSTANT
I
CASH PRIZES!

ENJOY LOW CASH SAVINGS PRICES AND PLAY BILLFOLD BINGO AT THESE A&P FOOD STORES
• 3561
• 2833
• 2130
• 3473

- PARK AVE.
- LAMAR A VE.
- FRAYSER BLVD.
- SUMMER AVE.

as

PRODUCTION SUPERVISORS

Detroit,

1. YOU receive a free BILLFOLD BINGO Game slip. top of each of the four games on your card +VO to
printed in green. each time you Visit a varticmating 510001 when you have filled a straight line of five
A&P Store. No purchase is necessary to play the game. numbers horizontally, vertical,4 or diagonally. Take sour
Adults (and married mMors4 only may participate and winning slips to your participating ALP Store Manager.
After they have been verified, you will receive your
our employees and !her families are ineligible.
prize. Keep your game card and continue playing. The .
2. Gently moisten the wash:oft Patch on each stip.to game block
-printed free" and newspaper slips from
reveal a game number. Locate the number on tne game our weekly ads help you
win.
indicated and mark it on the game card with an -r.
4. You sin an INSTANT PRIZE when you receive a slip
Save the slips for !ater redemptidn.
that says 'instant Cash SI etc," Don't wait; take your
3. You win the BILLFOLD BINGO Ga•ne irdcated on the slip to any participating ALP -Store and, after verifica-

such

Prefer prior supervisory experience nrici
of accomplishment in mass production assembly operation. College degree or equivalent experience desirable.

Elam will Study and Support
Legislation pertaining to:
• Removal of Tax from Prescription
Medicine.
• Raise the Quality of and Support
Educational Services at all levels.
• Seek Tax Relief for our elderly
citizens with Fixed or Limited Incomes.
• Civil Service for all County
Employees, to give them Equal Job
protection.
• Support Legislation for Adequate

RCA

"We have never tried to get
the vote out, so we don't know

ELECT-CLAYTON ELAM
State Senator

• 4470 - POPLAR AVE.
• 423 - N. CLEVELAND
• 4780 - SUMMER AVE.
• 2465 - POPLAR AVE.

I 04

Pat* 7

Fly Principal Elected
VP Of Gibson Teachers

LEARN TO DRIVE
nothing down $2.50 a week
we help you to gat
Tenn. Drivers License
Satisfaction Guaranteed

t • • .4

PLAY BILLFOLD BINGO IN ALL A&P FOOD STORES
IN MEMPHIS, DYERSBURG AND JACKSON TENN.
MAYFIELD, FULTON, PADUCAH AND MURRAY, KY.
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brother, Oscar Pryor who is
with the Chicago Tribune.

pmetemonernummertenver.

Society
Merry
Go - Round

!Bishop Grad
Is Counselor
At Boys Camp

Jewel Hulbert spent an ex
citing week-end in Cnicago attending the convention of Media Women, Inc., So sorry we
didn't make it. Maybe next
time. Jewel's picture is in the
Chicago Defender being greeted
at the meet.

DALLAS, Texas — (SPL) —
Ezell Smith, a native of
Rev.
ho;
v,
Smith,
Drue
Glamor gal,
been named as a
Is liaison officer for Governort Memphis, has
Clement was here last week at- counselor at the Dallas SalesCamp near
tending the Tennessee Associa- manship Club Boys
Texas.
tion of Broadcasters at t h e Hawkins in East
Sheraton-Peabody. Bert Fergu- Mr. Smith attended Bishop
son, Manager of WDIA was con- College in Dallas for four years.
vention chairman. And the Gov- where he majored in religion
,
know.
"Life Is like playing a violin! Atorney General you
ernor spoke at the Banpuet Fri- and sociology. Before coming to
solo in public and learning the , Orchids to pretty Carla Allen! day night.
the camp, Rev. Smith worked in
instrument as one goes on."
y Go-Round — STK construction and landscaping
first Negro lassie to Society Merry
the
is
who
Samuel Butler
a student, and was a
„catch! toss her hat into the ring for, Congressman Grider is real- while
for
We're going to play
Homecoming Queen at Mem- h, a "working man". He in- men's dormitory counselor
up" with you this week since phis State. She was crowned v'ited Charles Weltner -the eottrour column has been cut off second alternate at the ball. ageous young man from Atlanta
for the past few weeks. So let's An honor graduate of Hamilton who resigned from the Demo-I
start where we were cut off." High she has earned an en-, cratic Party, to speak at a dinoff".
viable record at the university.l ner Tuesday night, then on Fri- ,
Interior
Dr. Oscar Speight and Jewel Felicitations also to George day Secretary of the
invitation
his
at
here
was
Udall
where
recently
were in Chicago
Hardin, a former TSD staffer
of Beale St.
he attended a seminar of Ear, who is now with the Commer- for the dedication
Eye and Nose Specialists. Jew- cial Appeal. He was also in
his
el went along for shopping and Public Relations at North Ca- then Saturday and Sunday
fellow, the handsome young
fun.
rerolina College just before job.!John Conyers was here at his
new
Nola Cox the regal looking turning home for the
invitation to help campaign for
sister of Allie Mae and Bob
Congratualtions are also in the Democrats.
Roberts is here visiting them i order for Hosea Bridges, who
at their South Parkway home. is now with the Federal Mous- The Shelby County Democrat'Duchess" as they call her and ing Administration; Bill Weath- ic Club feted the visiting ConSmith, best man; Michael Scott and Finis Jones. Standing
WEDDING IN EARLE — Mr. and Mrs. Steven H. Jones
gressman with a reception Satshe does have royal bearing'
newly named Manager of urday night in the social rooms
sear row, from left, are Henry Scott, Rev, R. L. James,
on
in
party
wedding
here
of
TS
members
seen
their
with
are
about her with that beautifuli Oates Manor and Adelaide RanClarence Teague and Theodis Davis. Flanking ringbearer
First Baptist Church in Earle, Ark., following the nuptials.
platinum hair, is the widow ofiidle who has been promoted As- of Universal Life Insurance
Douglas Davis, down front are Jacqueline Darts, left, and
Standing on front row from left are Mrs. Finis Jones,
..7Teorge Cox who was Vice-Pres- sistant Manager of Cleaborne' Company.
REV. EZELL SMITH
Jacqueline
maid
Gaines. — (McChriston Photo)
ident and Agency Director of Homes.
Jones,
Miss
Myrtle
LaSha
Mrs. Jacqueline Brown,
The wedding date for Mabel
North Carolina Mutual Life In,
C.
L.
Jones;
the
bride
and
honor;
Mrs.
of
Mr.
and
groom,
ordained
Milton
Burchfield,
two years. He is an
Young and
surance company at the time We think Nat Williams• is 4:tois drawing closer. They'll; Baptist minister.
•
•
coin Elementary
won
death.
a
his
ol
mg
marry Thanksgiving Day at the
y
ever
14
some
are
Negro History feature
There
L
college
llen Dillard, 1205 Louisville,
Allen
Avenue
And another sister of theirs morning at 7:45 on WDIA. Het!First Baptist Broad
on
the
men
young
sta
trained
actpre-nuptial
d
n
a
horch
C
.
Elementary; Mrs.
Gladys
Nola,
— Attie Mae and
Ul
has told the story of such local'
at the Salesman-1
Mary E. Harvey, 1583 Brookins,
House came last week from her notables as Dr. R. Q. Venson, tvities have already begun for of counselors
ship Club Boys Camp. CurrentDunn Elementary; Mrs. Clara
nome in Detroit. She's Claudia Lt. Georgie W. Le', and Elder them.
the camp authorities ars
ly,
M. Hussey, 1861 Keltner, Norris
pretty
the
House Shropshire's,
ex-1
we
whom
Lato
Blair T. Hunt
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
expansion program
Elementary; Miss Ruthie Jeflittle barrister who was here tend best wishes and congrat- Grone feted the pair with a launching an
search of additional
ferson, 1630 Rayburn, A. B. Hill
a few weeks ago for a legal ulations on the forty-fifth an lavish dinner pair in their love- and are in
Elementary; Mrs. Faith E. Legmeeting at the Sheraton-Pea- niversary of his church, the ly home on Foster Avenue and counselors.
Twenty-four of LeMoyne Col- teaching next semester.
gett,1226 Marble, Hyde Park
assignmajoring
out
carrying
Those
are
seniors
who
body.
lege's
HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss —
Young men interested in
Mississippi Blvd. Christian sharing the occasion with them
Miss Frankie Matthews, 1312 Mrs. Frances N. Eaton, a memare:
Mrs.
this
semester
ments
have
education
elementary
in
to
designed'
camping
activities
Jessie
were Mr. and Mrs.
Conrad Johnosn. the husband I Church.
assign- Loyse Baker, 2871 Tutwiler, Breedlove, Chicago Park Ele- ber of the Rust college faculty
Young. parents of the bride- help young boys with emotional started student teaching
o C he aStuart,
Mesdames ROKif Crawford,.elect; Mr. and Mrs. M i Ito n problems should .contact Billy ments in city schools.
Lester Elementary; Mrs. De- mentary.
since 1934. died suddenly on
and
Nola
cousin of Allie Mae.
Johnetta Walker Kelso and A. Burchfield, the groom's par- Trigg, Executive Director, 4830 Each student is required to lores B. Boone, 1529 South,
•
Mrs. Rachel R. Miles, 1263 Monday, Oct. 24. She was strick•
a ys is an
_
Walker are charter . Mrs.
Miss Neptune, Stafford Elementary; en while walking across the
Roosevelt Williams, Tremont Street, Dallas, tele- spend a minimum of 126 hours, Magnolia Elementary;
.s,
en
firm of Ifill and Johnson in Mace°
'
members and are also to be Miss
1439 Rayner, John E. Morman, 585 South campus for her first class.
Boykin,
Rubystein
underi
teaching
and
observing
3-2981.
phone
TAylor
Harper
and
Cox
Peggy
New York City and has been commended for having been so
the supervision of a regular t Hamilton Elementary; Miss Lauderdale, Georgia Avenue
Brewer.
A native of Meridian, Miss
awarded a f20 million dollar faithful.
Counselors are employed on
public school teacher.
a
for
i Yvonne Carodine, 220 Linden, Elementary; Mrs. Evelyn B. Mrs. Eaton was graduated form
plans
7^ntract to draw
basis.
permanent
Making champagne toasts to
Another group of I.eMoyne i Leath Elementary; Miss Erma Payne, 1488 Lake Grove, Dou- Rust college in 1915.
And of course we're prowl of the happiness of the couple
New York State office building
seniors will do their practice; J. Collins, 1592 Carnegie, Lin- glass Elementary; Mrs. Rosie She held two master's deHarlem.
was
who
in
Hooks
'erected
to be .
Judge Ben L.
— ----were Miss Stella Smith, Mr.
- Nell Porter, 1494 Compton, grees, one in music education
cited by the Optimist Club for
Walker
Elementary; Miss and another in economics, both
Clivetta, as you remember, is; his forthright stand against oh- and Mrs. Eddie Walls, Miss
Gwendolyn Seward, 752 Lane, earned at Northwestern univerthe daughter of Mrs. Evelynl scene movies. Judge and Mrs. Hazel Wilburn, Miss Dorothy
-Bobhie -Jackson,
Carnes Elementary.
Stuart, who lives with her Hooks honored his father, Ito- Taille
sity in Evanston, Ill.
Desarzant, Miss
Sandra
Miss
'
and
Rochelle,
New
in
daughter
Mrs. Eton had done additional
Miss Patricia Sinclair, 849
Hooks, Sr., .with
Britton
bert
Johnnie Anderson. Bishop Trot.
the late M. S. Stuart. who wast a birthday
Whitehaven Lane, Orleans Ele- study at Columbia university
party. The patriarch
and
Wilburn
an officer with the Unhersal of the Hooks clan was celebra- ter. Miss Eslean
mentary; Miss Mary L. Smith, and the University of California.
•
Miss Patricia Desarzant.
Life Insurance Company.
2441 Saratoga, Harhilton Ele- At Rust she was associate proting his 76th birthday and helpThe October Meeting of the going on, however, Doris Hall mentary; Mrs. Joy H. Taylor, fessor
of economics and action
Numerous other parties have
Robert Ratcliffe, Public Re , ing him enjoy the occasion were
Queens of Hearts Bridge club came in first winning an iron; 592 Richmond, Cummings Ele- chairman of the Division of So.
thorwho
friends
his
of
the
couple.
many
for
planned
been
LeMoyne
lations Director of
Reports that Elias W- Liams. was held at the lovely home of Martha Whitney in second place mentary; Miss Sandra D. Tay- cial Science.
re- She teaches at Hamilton High
College was in New York re! oughly enjoyed the evening
Popular mortician and owner'hostess Barbara Knowles.
'days.
Servbygone
calling
the
Youth
with
and
is
the
he
meettook home marble ash trays lor, 1359 Gaither Parkway, She is survived by two sisters.
UNCF
a
attending
cently
of Williams Funeral Home, was
LeMoyne.
at
a
and
Senior
ice
molded in shapes of hearts, Stafford Elementary; M r s. one in Belzoni, Miss., and the
log.
Aniong those sharing thei
Plans were completed for the
speaking
weddings, shot over the past weekend are
diamonds and spades and Joyce W a r d, 513 Williams, other in Chicago.
Marie Bradford, president of. evening with him and enjoying i William Patton, Sr.. announces false.
Winter Cocktail party to be held! Naomi Gochett was very pleasf
And the denial
the Memphis JUGS, flew to, the turkey dinner and making the marriage of his daughter
' at the Claridge Hotel. The group I ed with the booby prize which
Washington to attend the first toasts to his health were Earl Arline Patton to Rev. William one who should know what he
is also sponsoring Trudy Smith was a very unique card party
Hightower
Zack
Mrs.
Brake.
C.
D.
Living Ad Ball of the
James Neal, pastor of Warner is talking about: Elias Wilin the "Miss Social Bell Contest" set.
Dr.
husband.
her
for
Chapter held in the interim-I who came
Temple. The couple was mar hams, himself.
which is one of the projects of Otha Sermon was first guest
T.
Blair
Rev.
\Jenson;
Q.
R.
had
she
there
was
report
circulated
While
tional Inn.
ried Sunday at Mt. Pisgah The
dinner with two of her chums Bunt, A. M. Woods, Evans CME Church. by the pastor over the city on Sunday even- the NAACP. Trudy is the daugh- orize winner and proudly dising. some said they had heard ter of member Jacqueline Smith played a swinging hanging ash
from BTW high scnc,•1 days, vance, Fred Hutchins, Eugene Rev. N. Charles Thomas.
Dr.
Martin,
T.
A.
Dr.
Moore,
McGhee.
d' .
Joyce and Jerome
'1 ' h
A miscellaneous bridal shower tray and booby prize went to
Ocie Carter who was awarded
He's an architect and Joyce. Marx Gordon, Henry Harrison, November 4, is the date the
was given for Doris Buchananl a cute catd party match set
who is the former Joyce Mc-Dr. B. F. McCleave, Rev, C. F., AKAs want you to remember.1 Rosewood. It's a spirited eonin
view
radiant
tnwho
was
of
herl
Cliece, who played the violin Williams. Dr. Cooper Taylor, Leave it to that group of test and it'll be interesting
wedding the following weekend., for her efforts.
ever so beautifully and is a Dr. J. J. Warr, Dave Harper, fernmes to come up with the see the winner crowned.
received many lovely gifts Other members present were
She
cousin of Frances Mihnell Da-J. A. Beauchamp, R. S. Lewis, latest thing — "A Night on the
Pretty and demure J o y ce and best wishes from all of her. Lila Dumas, Jacqueline Smith,
Robert
FrankJ.
A.
Dancy,
'Sr.,
where
Wiggy
Scene,
fluoresvis.
Parker was hostess to Co-Ettes, club members.
lin, Lt. George W. Lee, Robert cent mini-skirts will be the
1 Emma Jean Stotts, Vernette
of'
Ann Nelson another member Henry, Taylor Hayes, T. H. vogue. That'll be worth seeing so Sunday evening at the home
Golden, Della Robinson, Mollie
the; The hostess chose honey glaz- 1
of the Memphis chapter also Hayes. Jr.. Robert Wright, Sr.. don't forget, it's this FridayMrs. George Cai,n. Joyce is
McCright, Gwendolyn Isabel,
ham,
potato
salad,
saucy
led
' daughter of Nettie and William
attended the ball. She w en r Bob Roberts. and H. R. Allen• night at the Rosewood.
Evelyn Lewis, Joyce Weddingherbed spaghetti, spiced peach-,
Parker.
ton and Linda Isabel. Other
there after visiting her lames, hot rolls and an array of!
guests for the evening were
ily in New York and Virt-enel. 1 Julia Hooks Gordon flew in Sigma Gamma Rho is preeffithe
is
Sandra
Hobson,
her
for
menu.
beverages
And speaking of D. C., Mar-;from Oklahoma City. to the de- senting their "Rhomanio" at: cient new Prexv at the helm of
Emma Jean Turner, Billie Jean
jorie Ulen has been a gal on light of her father and other the Auditorium December 16 the group. She's the daughter Bridge took the back seat Crawford. Fannie Delk and Juathe move ever since she got members of the family on hand at 8 p.m. Bill Terell of WDIA of the Louis Hobsons.
with all of the other activities 1 nita Chambers.
here from Capitol Hill. She's were the wife of the honoree will narrate the show where
Bessie
Mrs.
charming
contestants will exhibit t h e i r
Not having to -bother abouti
busy lining up teas and coffees the
for her boss, Congressman Hooks, Sr.. his nephew, Henry talents and the Benjamin Kelly calories the youthful lovalies'•
thoroughly enjoyed the yummy,
George Grider. She's also ap• Hooks, Jr.. and his grandson Dance Group will perform.
,
bar be qued chicken, dinner
pearing at gatherings for the Robert Britton Hooks, III.
Miss Nettye Rupert is Presand the ever so delicious cream
good Congressman.
It was really an interesting ident of Sigma Gamma Rho,
pie for dessert,
Give her a ring and drop by evening of remember when and Mrs. Maridelle Adams, Chairthere
not
who
ware
those
man
for
of
Mrs.1
and
Rhomania
everyOn hand to make prenara-;
to see her. You'll find
thing and everybody really on then, it was it was remember' Charle P. Roland, Chairman of!tions for their orientation meet-i
ing which followed the meetingl
the go. Barry Fuller of Front' when your father said thus and Publicity.
St. Theatre is the power behind!so.' The list was really im• Ann Benson and Mattie Seng were Denise Sims, Peggy Pra
NOW LOTS OF US ENJOY THE HEARTY WHOLE
Sharon Lewis. "Miss Co-1
the telephone crew. He's reallv1posing for each geatlem an has stacke are co-chairmen of the ter,
'
quite as fascinating >If stagelmade his mark in the history annual project of St. Thomas Ette"; Marsha Chandler. Har-,
HOG FLAVOR OF COUNTRY STYLE SAUSAGE
of. the city of Memphis. Ex-1
riett Elizabeth Davis and Carol!
as he is on!
pressing regrets at not being1 Church and this year they're Earls, who dropped in beforel
THE YEAR AROUND. BUT WHEN THE YOUNGAnd speaking of Front St . able to attend were John POpresenting the Cleo Quitman she went on to the "Miss Socialt
STERS GO BACK TO SCHOOL, IT CALLS FOR
we found Shelia Lynn Robin- Arnold. Sr.. Dr. L.A. Johnson.'Dancers in the Music Hall of Belle- dinner. She's one of the
son, a student at Hamilton High! John Crittenden, Clifton Satter-' the Auditorium. November 20th contestants,
HEARTIER, NOURISHING BREAKFASTS,
ever so charming in "A Funny field. Dr. E. Frank White, Sid- is the date so be sure to attend.
If you see any daffy looking
Thing Happened On The Way' ey Oates. Rev. S. A. Owen and
SO PICK UP A PACKAGE OF KING COTTON
Sorry we had to miss the i teenage girls carrying a raw
To The Forum". Modeane Dr. I. A. Watson, Sr.
dinner for the "Miss S o c i a 1 egg around, looks are deceivThompson, Velma Lois Jones.
STYLE PORK SAUSAGE - YOUR CHOICE OF
a nd Mary Collier will attest Assisting Judge and Mrs. Belle- Contestants at the Shera-ling they're really just ''Miss
HOT OR MILD.
Hooks who have remained a ton-Motor Inn. Plan to attend1Prissys" on probation for the
to that.
'charming and unassuming pair i ball November 11, at the Co-Ettes, not really daffy.
Education seems to hp thel despite the success they have
LOOK FOR THE FAMILIAR RED CHECKERED
by-word in the home of Ne-!both attained in their endeavors
KING COTTON LABEL.
fra and Dr. John Jordan. She's1 were Mrs. Bernice Rogers and
off in Washington University "!Donald Jackson.
St. Louis working toward her!
Ph. D. in Chemistry on leave i Now that we've cought up
from Owen College and he haiOsie'll go on from there.
just finished two courses at Louise Iles Collins and her
the U of T Dental School andi;daughters, Paula, who's a juntheir young son. John III, is in ior at Wiley College, and Pam Nashville attending kindergar-., ela who is in high school drove
.
ten at St. Vincent de Paul and.up
from Marshall. Texas over
living with his grandparents, the weekend to see her sister
Dr. and Mrs. C. J. Walker.
Marjorie Ulen and her father,
Iles, laer brothers and
.iCharles
John is serving as a com
missioner on the Alcohol Li-'sisters in law, Charles and Evelyn Iles and their Kathy and
censing Commission.
Leo and Rose Neil Iles and
Lynn Ulen reported to her their Rosalind. Driving up with
VSIVEGA R
mom that she saw several them was Thomas Hogg.
,
FREE! 11-181s WOK 'VW Meet
Memphians who're Fiskites atMI
Med
Me
TeX
Sows
tending Howard's Homecoming Louise is secretary to t h e
These Oses tor View?'Ilsee•
uPs.delleine woes.MOM,
game which was played against Director of the Office of EcoCOMPANY, 2400 Nicb41PUS
Marshall.
in
were Emmitt Wothis Theodore ri( mic Opportunity
tan ht.Kansas City. 11,ssuei.
on
is
Paul
husband
her
and
Pickett, John R. ernold. Ill
and former Wint!hian Toni leave from Wiley Collge Study
Branton, who was celebrating leg toward his P. J. D. in Soas enter- ciology at New York Cnivetsitv
her birthday' and
tamed by her parents. Lucille
It was quite a family reunand Atty. Wiley Branton
n ion for them.
their town house ;n the fabulousl
new South West section. He's Visiting the Whittier S e n g•
COWIN toll SEV-4 KIM OF SELECTED W!4151!13 I nos (its m I pesos gismo PST1U11101,
Assistant to the United Staesi stackes last week was Mattie's

By
erma lee laws

,

emoyne Seniors On
T&aching Assignments

Mortician

Not

Victim

n

Mrs. Frances

Eaton Dies On
Rust Campus

Bridge Club Members
Plan Cocktail Party

ooting

IT'S
KING COTTON

Pork Sausage Time:

Don't

QUAL1TYJ
Full-Bodied
Tangy /J

SPEAS

'VINEGAR'S
Pure Apple Cider or Distilled

Made in the

of the
Smooth Canadian,
Seagram's V.O.

U.S. GOVERNMENT
INSPECTED KITCHENS
OF THE

NAT BORING PACKING CO.
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GEORGE WIDER
gets things done

FOR YOU!
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CLASS FOR THE BLIND — The Adult Basic Education
class for the blind and partially sighted is held each Tuesday and Thursday evenings from 6:30 to 9 at the Georgia
Avenue Elementary school, and teachers seen in the back-

•.

ground staqding are Lev Williams and Miss Erma Lee
Laws. The school is located at 690 Mississippi blvd. C.
Blake Welch is coordinator of ABE in Memphis and Shelby
((flinty. — (Withers Photo)

Bertrand Gives Golden

19 Students In Class
Cats 'Shock
ia
For Blind At Georg

Treatment'

The Father Bertrand Thunder- their finale tonight (Friday),
bolts have possibly, for the sec- against Douglass at Washington.
OTHER GAMES
Georgia Avenue Elementary Memphis City Board of Educa- ond straight year, made the
Douglass and Hamilton lead
School, 690 Mississippi Blvd., is tion. It is free to interested final game of the season, a Nothe center for the Adult Basic persons who can enroll simply vember 11th clash between Man the week's action off with exEducation for the Blind and by going to the school on the assas and Melrose determine citing victories over Carver and
Partially Sighted. The class is nights named. Not only is it i the Prep League championship. Lester The Red Devils were
conducted on Tuesday and open to blind and partially sight- By soundly trouncing previously on the brink of defeat before
Thursday evenings from 6:30 ed persons but also to their rel- undefeated Melrose 39 to 19 last! making a brilliant last minute
atives.
Friday night at --Meltrge Sta- goal line stand to turn tz.z.k
p.m. until 9 p.m.
before over 3.000 fans, the Carver, 19-13 at Washington
dium
deto
designed
is
Presently there are 19 adults The course
Thunderbolts are hoping for a Stadium last Thursday night.
enrolled in the class, part of the velop skills in communication
!share of t h e title, providing On the Melrose turf Hamilton
city-wide Adult Basic Education and the fundamental areas of
Manassas can down winless picked up its first win of the
reStudents
Program financed by the Feder- basic education,
! Lester and next week turn back season after five setbacks. The
readBraille
in
instruction
ceive
the
and
t
Governmen
al
Wildcats survived a turn taking
ing and writing; the reading the Golden Wildcats.
of fumbling to down
and writing of large ink print
Bertrand has finished its sea- exhibition
Arithmetic and Social Studies. , son with a 5-1-1 record. Melrose, winless Lester, 13-6 to spoil the
Lions' homecoming.
In addition they receive as- 5-1, still can wrestle the League:
Tigers1
the
away
crown
from
'
Down at halftime, 19-7. Careducation include English.
and typing. The areas of basic . with a victory. A loss by Mel- ver struck for a touchdown near
sistance in personal adjustment rose or a tie will allow surpris- the midpoint of the last quarter
such as the proper use of facil- ing Bertrand to pull even with ,l on a 3€ yard scoring pass from
ities and resources available to t h e Orange Mounders in the I James Thaxton to Larry Steventhem on a local and national event of a stalemate with Man- son. With about three minutes
assas, and share with the Tigers remaining in the game the Colevel.
' if they manage to eke out a bras appeared to be on the way
Coronation ceremonies will be!
of the teachers, Lev Wil- 1
One
held in the Douglass High school! qms. operates from the van- victory over the Golden Wild- to a comeback triumph as a
spirited drive which made up
cats.
auditorium on Wednesday, Notage point of being blind himor a 15-yard penalty assessed
vember 2, at 7:30 p.m. Thel
teacher of the visually
Clarence Jones'
Quarterback
A
self.
Coronation Ball will follow imagainst them reached the four
limited in the day school of led a six touchdown barrage by
mediately at 8:30 p.m. in the
Mr. Williams Bertrand, passing 55. 13, and yard line with first down and
Avenue,
Georgia
Douglass High school gymnagoal. Douglas wasn't to be dehas won the respect and admi 11 yards for TD's to Charles
sium.
nied victory as the stubborn
enration of his principals and
Bolden, Derrick Wagner a n d
Friday, November 4, at 1 p.m.
because of the way in Sammy Brookins a n d scoring Red Devils defense stood the
workers
the Douglass HOMECOMING
test by withstanding four Carwhich he has adjusted to the once himself on a 5-yard run
PARADE will flow through the
Erma to shock the title express of ver plunges at t h e goal line,
Miss
program.
school
streets of the Douglass CommuLee Laws, another teacher of Melrose. Leonard McWhorter the last smash leaving the footnity.
visually limited at Georgia and Rudy Holmes also cashed ball 12 inches from paydirt.
Friday Night. November 4, at the
is the other teacher in in with paydirt trips of ii and Douglass ran out the clock on
Avenue,
7:45 p.m. the Douglass Red
play.
th Adult Basic Education Class 1 3 yards. Bertrand broke the,the next
Devils will meet the Washington
x-1
i
s
3
with
blind.
the
for
wide
open
Douglass
took an early lead
game
Warriors in the Washington StaC. Blake Welch is Coordinato'r pointers in the second quarter on first quarter touchdown galdium.
had opened thej lops of five and 10 yards by
The Douglass football queen of the Adult Basic Education after Melrose
quarter orir Jesse Smith and Clarence Maand her attendants will be hon- Program in the Memphis and scoring in the first
passes b on. Harold Jordan broke
three
touchdown
of
one
Schools.
County
Shelby
activities.
halftime
during
ored
aloose for a 15-yard scoring
by Terry Harris.
in the second quarter for
End Terry Addison caught sprint
Devils' third TD: Odell
Red
the
passes of 65 yards in the first
Thomas kicked one conversion.
quarter, and pulled in a second
Thaxton hit end James Derden
quarter payoff pitch of 20 yards,
with a 24-yard pitch to get CarIto keep Melrose in the game.
ver on the scoreboard in the
The Thunderbolts iced the game
first
period. Douglass is 3-2-1
up with one touchdown in the
and the loss puts Carver's recthird quarter and topped the
ord at 2-4.
THE FINEST SHOES
evening's scoring with two more
in the final stanza. The WildAfter the slippery pigskin
THAT CAN BE MADE
cats have a tough clash sched- bounced around seven times
uled tonight (Friday) with Ho- during the early stages of the
ward High of Chattanooga at game, including a fumble after
Melrose before their showdown- recovery, Hamilton g o t good
match next week with Man- blocking in the line to spring
assas. The Tigers are not ex- Lee Green on touchdown jaunts
pected to have too much trou- of 22 and three yards with
ble when they meet Lester this! Harry Stevenson bowling over
week to set the stage for the! for extra point in the first of
championship game which they!two attempts. Lester made a
won last year, also played at late bid to overtake Hamilton
the end of the season because when Cliff Alexander scored on
of a postponement due to heavy the e n d of a sustained drive
with a two yard plunge. Harlinrains.
o n held on for the 13-6 cont
MANASSAS DOWNS
quest.
ARCH RIVAL
Washington a n d Manassas
met last week in their traditionally hard-fought battle at Washington with the Tigers coming
on strong while posting a 32-13
See Leo King
victory. Both teams gave a Ii
For Your
they had, especially after the
Stacy Adams Shoes
Bertrand -Melrose score was announced on the Public Address
system. The losers knew that
a loss would drop them from
The Sarah Brown Branch of
title contention, with the vic- the Young Women's Christian
tor still in the running for the Association, 1044 Mississippi
championship of the Prep Lea- Boulevard, announced the opengue.
ing dates and class times in
Wilbert Triggs passed for a four areas this week. Classes
BLACK or
pair of touchdowns, six yards will be offered in bridge, jewel
BROWN
handicrafts,
to Stanley Davis and 50 yards handbag -making,
to Curtis Broome, and sneaked and sewing.
over from the two-yard line to
The class schedules are as
lead a well-balanced Manassas follows: Bride, 8 weeks, Tuesattack. After taking a 13-7 at days, from 7 til 8:30 p. m., Mrs.
the half, Curtis Barnes. George Arthur Flower s, instructor.
You'll wear Stacy-Adams Shoes for
White and Broome scored one Classes began Tuesday, Oct. 25.
time each tcOteep the Warriors The Jew handbag class, to be
years—knowing they're the finest you can buy. Fine
at a safe distance.
held three weeks, will be held
band-craftsmanship... rich styling ... luxurious
Charles Taylor scored on an on Thursdays, beginning Thurseight-yard run and Charles Hill day, Oct. 27, from 7 till 8 p.m.
assure you instant and everlasting
leathers.
kicked the conversion to give
you
carry
good
looks
that'll
lasting
smart
comfort—plus
Washington a short-lived 7-6 The Handicraft class,
on
held
be
will
weeks,
eight
lead in the second quarter.
through many seasons.
from 6 till 8 p. m.
Napoleon Young scooted over Tuesdays,
began Tuesday. Oct.
from the two-yard line to match The class
25.
a third quarter Manassas score,
Sewing classes will be held
but the Warriors couldn't dent
the Manassas goal line there- for six weeks. They began TUP3.ell
after. The Tigers hiked their day, Oct. 25, and will be
630
from
night
Tuesday
record to 3-1- with the Wash- each
M.
99 South Main Street
ington mark hanging at 3-24. till 8 pm, with Mrs ' Ida
furFor
instructor.
as
Chorus, A ccounts Inuitsd
Jackson
Manassas has t we games to
949.0493.
play and the Warriors go in ther information call

Red Devils To
Meet Warriors
In Friday Game

YWCA Offers

0/

Classes In

Handicrafts

$3500 •

MR.GRIDER
CONGRESSMAN GRIDER HAS:
for school lunches and $8-million in Federal aid to
Memphis schools

... gotten money

▪

helped the Head Start program get going faster in Memphis

... worked hard to help bring an end to thewar in Viet Nam
.

supported and worked for a higher minimum wage for more people

... worked for medical care for the aged
...secured a better Food Stamp Program for you
... worked hard to more quickly win the War on Poverty
... kept his phone line to Washington open to

you

PLUS MANY,MANY OTHER THINGS'
WHICH Will HELP YOU EVERYDAY.

Vote For
GEORGE WIDER
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8th

YOUR VOTE FOR OR/PER Will
KEEP el 601DWATER REPUBLICAN
Our OF mat

GRIDER CONGRESS

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 5, 19,56
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Southwestern Conference
SWAC STANDINGS
By Edgar T. Stewart

Southern Falls 31 to 9
Before Tennessee Might

Basketball
Popularity
rti.. Gain Noted

with 1:49 remaining
BY EARL S. CLA.NTON III : point tally
half.
the
in
ALL GAMES
NASHVILLE. . . An elbow
Tennessee's Governor Frank
:
partisan crowd of 8,TIED
,
LOST
room-only
WON
TEAMS
Clement watched the second
G.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Pro
800
0
1
4
held their breath until Ten- half following being made an
Texas Southern
100
than
750 basketball is more popular
4
1
1
Southern Lotusianai
nessee State's second-half ex- honorary colonel in the univer700 1 ever, with figures showing an
1
1
3
Grambling
i
beganasron
AF ROTC detachment 790.
hstadium
plo
;
over
Halethey
jump
attendance
J. ore
amazing
1 ingsion before
9
583
1
3
Jackson State
the
W.
.500 last season.
1
And Dickey moved into high
2
2
Prairie View
I Big T shocked Southern UniThe National Basketball As-j
engineering a 38-yard scor.500
2
gear
2
Alcorn A & M
versity 31-9 under the lights
28 per centi
sociation
reported
a
in 7 plays with Tucmarch
32)
0
ing
2
4
Arkansas AM &
last Saturday
increase over 1965-411 action in
0
4
0
ker bolting over from the one.
Wiley
the mere three weeks the seaPlaying tight defense, the , starting on Southeni's 38, BoCONFERENCE STANDINGS
son has been underway.
A. Merritt-coached Big .T wen lost to his own 48. From
John
PFf
WON
LOST
TIED
TEAMS
The Boston C,eltics and New
capitalized
on Southern's mis- there, Dickey hit Nolan Smith
0
0
3
1-800, York Knickerbockers each drew
Texas Southern
the game wide with a 41 -yard pass and run
break
to
cues
1
0
-933 a sellout crowd and the Knicks
2
Grambling
by a mere that took the ball down to the
leading
after
()Pen
.700 helped the Chicago entry to a
1
1
3
Southern iLa ,
four points (7-3) at intermission. 6. Dickey rolled to the one es.500
1
attendance
2
2
new
Windy
City
Jackson
"1 said it was going t() be . abling Tucker to pick up his
9
1
2
.500 mark for an NBA game whe•
Prairie View
moaned Merritt after first of two tallies for the eventough,"
.400 8.200 fans jammed the Ampld-1
2
2
1
Akorn A & M
ball
game. "it was a lot ing,
the
were
0
.000
3,500
theatre and another
3
0
Arkansas AM S. \
61
Hall and Wink Beeves
fire
Adding
than the score
MEMPHIS
—
game
FROM
DRAGONS
tougher
graduates
111
'
"
1
i
0
.000 turned away.
3
0
Wiley
Coach Bob Smith's Jaguars
Ilaoassas nigh school and L. M. Carron, board indicated."
to the Lase College Dragons Ilmsecosalag
Keeping the Big T's 19-game I bounced back as Raymond
graduates of Hamilton High school. In the
Game on Saturday, Nov. 1.2, is the Raabskein alive and the 5.0.1ories ambushed a Dickey seriwin
T.isiwGodfraskinegytialloses,eigliascamoLgrad. Team, hegismaing
rock Stadium is Jackass,
er
imlliallerbach
ate of BoalliPti
season record unspoiled, the al to set up the evening's longat 2, will be these four isemser Messpkis
the openingscoring , est scoring drive. From their
Knoxville College.
The
will
high school players. Prom left are James
own 40, quarterback Joe Wilninedth
_
ili
enlert
with
4
t
:
I
l
Pia!
Drags"
hams teamed with Elmo Manon
frame. Taking the ball
Southern's 47. the Eldridge Die- les to march 60 yards in 10
key directed offense used the plays as Williams tossed an 8bullish running of Bill Tucker venter to Maples for the TD.
and Gene Bowen to move the
Nursing a five-point margin
ball to the 34 in six plays.
(14.9). Big T defensive back
From there, Dickey rifled a Leon Moore intercepted a Wil.strike to Leo Johnson for the liams-sent pass to give the ball
TD. Placekicker Roy Iiteneeso to state on their own 49. PushCARMEL, Calif. — (UPI)
Lincoln-Mercury Division of toed the extra point which was ing the game's leading ground
Co., today followed by two others and a gainer. Tucker up to the middle
IFord
Motor
announced its re-entry into rac- field goal, allowing h un to for 18 and hitting John Robining and said two of the nation's maintain the team's scoring son with a 23 yard aerial, Dictop race car dirvers have one leadership at 32 points for the key moved the ball 51 yards in
second week: Johnson, who five plays put the game on ice
over to the L-M side.
vice
Dickey
Lorenz.
Ford
caught the first TD, trails as Tucker from the 2 with 8:16
standards. A & I failed Paul F
Two things are sure these
e clock.
show ng on the
manager
president
and
general
Meneese with 30 points.
fumble
early
on
an
to
capitalize
&
I
State
days at Tennessee A
division.
Lincoln-Mercury
the
of
Meneese and Joe Cooper addUniversity. First, as certain as recovery by Memphian Claude
drive
said Mercury would be back in The Jaguars scoring
you take the gridiron against Humphrey on the Southern 34 active competition in 1967 after started when Richard Neal coy- ed icing to the victory with
yard
the Tigers, you'll be killed by yard stripe, but on the next a two-year absence from all but ered a Big T fumble on Ten- a 15 yard field goal and a 5
Dickey. Coach Merpass
for
Marcus
Allen
nessee's
14.
Eldridge Dickey and his band series of plays Dickey hit his drag strip tracks.
to the 8. ritt's charges ran up 15 first
of mauraders with the finesse favorite target end Leo Johnson Lorenz said the company's cracked the line down
on downs to nine and amassed 316
yardage
pick
up
Failing
to
Mercury
the
of Murder, Inc., and the W. J. with a spot pass in the corner ci new sports car,
yards to 124 in total offense.
bootSamples
Mark
tries,
two
Cougar. would be entered. in the
Hale Stadium continues to be
the
endzone.
Roy
McNeese,
who
giving
The Big T face Morris Brown
I
,
goal
field
yard
24
ed
a
ChamSedan
--Trans-American
for
staging
place
inadequate
an
Nashville next Saturday.
kicked
a
field
goal
in
that
fourth
'in
threea
country
lads
Bayou
races.
the
pionship Series of road
the star-studded gridiron shows,
—
- quarter blitz, was successful ors
put on by the Big Blues.
the first of three conversions to
•
A & Is second home appear- put TSU out front 7-0. The
ance of the season brought most Jaguars' punting kept A & I
of a partisan standing room holed in most of the second
only crowd of about 9,000 a 31-9 quarter, and when Dick Neal
victory. There are antidotes to recovered a State fumble on
correct the trouble which cur- the 17. Southern had to cornrently face Tennessee opponents promise on a 24 yard field goal
and the discomfort the fans are by Mark Samples to make the
put through when they are count 7-3 with 1:49 left in the
crammed into the Hale bandbox half. A 48-yard pass from
on Saturday evenings, but none Dickey to Nolan Smith set up ATLANTA — (UPI) — Atlan-I to pick out our best players andl"If Butkus made a mistake, the
is forthcoming or available in a one yard fourth down dive! to Falcons coach Norb Hecker they'll all start their lists withl other Bears covered for him.
I for a TD Isy Bill Tucker in the
the immediate future.
know who he as
1 When Nobis makes a mistake
Nobis."
third quarter. Near the end oft wants to
However, there is some evi-' the period. an interception gave' see to get his linebacker
for us, it really leaves a hole."
Hecker was a bit indignant
dence that help is on
.
Nobis elected as Rookie of
, the way.,the Louisianans a big lift
a rookies Hecker is quick to point out
a the suggestion
According to one reliable source
National Footaround A & I. the word is that Southern nearly upset State the Year in the
from that Nomis has a lot to learn
usually
come
of the year
25.000 seats will be available last year by picking off six ball League.
teams with good won-lost re- about playing defense in the
next season at the present site. passes in that memorable 41-39 'Name me a better one."
cords. On that count, N o b i s NFL. "This is true of any
Plans also call for additional donnybrook in Baton Rouge.
we
aren't
"Sure,
Hecker
asks.
wouldn't qualify since the Fal- rookie," he said. -But Tommy
space to push the stadium capa- Ray Jones intercepted a Dickey
pass, the ,-,aly interception of a winning. but game after game cons are currently 0-8 in their is adapting fast and, mark my
city to 50,000.
word, he's going to be one of
TSL' pass in the game, and Tommy has been a standout on first season of play.
door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
Dickey, who is just shy of Jaguars marched into paydirt
performers
thfe
inelsetagd
defensive
ueefe,,n
defense.
1.000 yards with his passes with with an eight yard pitch by de
SCHOOL ITEMS
opponents, "What's that got to do with itnhe
any
of
our
Ask
and 12 touchdown tosses, Joe Williams good for the six _
it?" Hecker asked. "I'm not —
. .
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly. 988
Tne way Hecker sees it. No.
has completed 64 of 112 at- points which made the score stolen by Southern and Ball
asking,
them
to
judge
the
Faltempts. State foes will have to 1-9. Tsu struck back moments State last year. This is what he
bis would have been a surerig traps for the nimble-fing- later, also using the intercep- had to say. "We tried to a void cons — just Nobis. If there is fire starter for any team in the
YOUR NAME
Mother's name
ered Dickey another full season tion as the catalyst. Dickey what happened to us last year." a better first-year man in the league. -The big difference
before the Houston junior has blended his passing with some "No, I genrally have trouble for league this year, I haven't seen here with the Falcons," he adAddress
completed academic require- fine running by Tucker to start a while with those odd deded, "is that we had to have
Number of papers wanted weekly
himyet."
' ments and a pledge to continue the beginning of the end for fenses." Explaining A & l's
lineup right
Phone number
Nobis is t h e 6-foot-2, 235 him in the starting
Ito bomb rival pass defenses. the twice beaten Cats who have comeback win against Gramoff the bat and some other
The latter pledge has the bless- won four times, and on another bling four weeks ago, Dickey pound former University of team might have been able to
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee lines
of Coach Jan Merritt, who accasion, tied by Alcorn Tuck- beamed, "Grambling was up Texas All-America whom the
1
I managed a big smile for the er knifed through from the for us and we were playing Falcons picked as their No. 1
!Sports Illustrated camera and three to post his second TD. them at home."
draft choice last winter.
special correspondent SI Gary A 48 yard punt return by Smith
Ronberg.
and a fumble recovery, both Morris Brown invades Nash- He backs up the middle of
I A & I OUT LASTS JAGUARS inside the ten-yard line set up ville this afternoon (Saturday) the Atlanta line and most
a 15 yard McNeese field goal to try and keep the Big Blues!
Southern gave the heavily and Dickey's last second three from continuing their 19 game,games has been selected as
favored Tigers a big scare until yard flip to Joe Cooper for the undefeated record. Barring at the Falcons' outstanding defena sudden turn of events allowed Ifinal I points.
major upset, the Wolverines! sive performer.
wIl have to go back to Atlanta,
A & I score 17 points in the
last nine minutes of play, inPOST GAME COMMENTS
hopefully all in one piece, as "Nobis doesn't have the same
eluding Dickey's second touch- Dickey was asked,. about lac. the sixth football casualty of a kind of support that (Dick) But- PORTLAND, Ore. — (UPI) One of the nation's great disdown, with three seeonds re- ing a let down before the game well-balanced A & I eleven that
maining as a sort of coup de and how he came back with is ranked among the top small kus had last year at Chicago tance runners, Jim Grelle pregrace to an otherwise non too fine second half performances colleges in the nation and the when he was grabbing off first- dicts that the United States
sparkling evening according to after having numerous passes toughest on defense.
year honors," Hecker s a i d. may get "washed-out" at the
1 96 8 Mexico City Olympic
Games.
Grelle leveled a blast at the
National Amateur Athletic Union and the Olympic Games
committee on his return from
the "Little Olympics"
which
were held in the Mexican capital recently.
Grelle was one of a handful
of American athletes who participated in the test to see what
effect Mexico City's 7,000-foot
alitude has on athlees unaccustomed to performances in
with
conversatioos
such rarified atmosphere.
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Glenmore
isn't
expensive
bourbon...

Mercury
Enters
Into Racing

SPORTS
HORIZON
eittinui

Falcons'CoachTabs o :s
As Rookie-of-the- Year

...itjust tastes that way.

NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your
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U.S. Could
Wash Out
At Olympics

2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD

STOCK NUMBER SELECTION OF
BARGAINS WHILE THEY LAST!
• LTD'S
• MUSTANGS
• FALCONS
•CUSTOMS
•GALAXIES

We Trade For Anything of Volvo
Such As Hogs, Cows, Dogs,
Boots, Meters, Trailers, Guns, Etc.

HERFIF
FORD
2450 SUMMER AVE.
Open Nites

458-1151

R
fELLOVISIUP

'MCA WORLD
Donation.
couotrits,
1141101010141a
foreign
Displays. Silver
el 110

protrat0

countries. Vereitn

Worqi
slides
several
featutes
Witt to the
front
Guests
Ilutual
%%Molting
the 11.S.

the IMO
Benefit of
countites.
tortito
io

to heo

Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments

GUIST.
lit OCR

slam %Mom

NEED MONEY?
Solve You Problems'
With a Small, tom Cost

et

YWCA CENTER
MdlldSVIS
North
1151
s,1966

YWCA'S

Approx.

Cash Y.
Got...
$ soo.00.

400 p 11.

us.
Ilisymetrts

$1,000.00.

$ 12.90
.$ 23.71

$1,500.00.
12,000 00
$2 SOO 00

.9 UM
A 4530
$ S6.20

$5,000.00,

strn.a2

Ii Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
— It's letter to

At a Bask"
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WORK DAY AT LeMOYNE — Energetiu LeMoyne students
remove leaves from the campus during the college's annual
Work Day last Friday. The project, which attracted about

150 students, was supervised by the Student Council. Workers were treated to enoontime picnic and an evening dance.

Candidate Printing
Separate Literature
The Don Kuykendall who been sent to a single white voter
seeks Negro support "wouldn't in the entire Ninth District,"
even be recognized by the Kuy- Grider said, "but the Kuykenkendall who woos other parts dall organization has distributed
of the community," Rep.
Negro communGeorge Grider told a luncheon it all over the
ity.
the
at
workers
of campaign
Joy Young Restaurant yester- "I am proud to say there
is only one George Gilder in
day.
my opponent.
"Would you believe a Kuy- this race. Unlike literature —
same
the
offer
I
for
me
kendall who denounces
the same promises —
not having more Negroes on and make
regardless of color
voters,
all
to
asked
Grider
staff?"
my
creed."
or
'Would you believe a KuykenThe candidate read from the
dall whose literature says he is
With Dan" folder a para'bread
"Win
for
a 'liberal' crusading
and butter' and 'equal-employ- graph that declared:
"Kuykendall is considered to
ment for all'?"
Grider displayed a campaign be a liberal by Negroes that
folder bearing the imprint. know him best. Speaking at a
"Sponsored and Paid for by mass meeting he told an overCommittee for Kuykendall, C. flow crowd that George Grider
has fooled the Negroes by emM. Lee, Chairman."
"I doubt whether this has ploying only one

DON'T SAY WE DID NOT TELL YOU—
IT IS 21 DAYS TO THANKSGIVING

DRESS UP For The HOLIDAYS

the convenience of
your home. Let our decorating consultant advise with

Shop in

you. No obligation.
TERMS ARRANGED TO
SUIT YOUR CONVENIENCE

VW

HOMEMAKER'S

Stripod Beauty
plus Practicality

New Beauty For

Gay

Your

Floors!

ESMOND
"Carioca" Blanket
Hi-lo Pile

Reg. 5.3"
NOW
3 for $ 10"
• Full 72"x90" bed size
• 5" acetate bindtng
• Dramatic decorator colors
Poly-Packed for Soilage Protection
-

Scatter Rugs
21"x34"
1-

.
t

Si
brick pattern in
hi-lo loop and cut rayon pile.
Pre-shrunk. washable. Tex-agrip backing to prevent dangerous skids. _Solid decorator
l'OlOSS.
$3.33
3 It. x 5 It. size

Distinctive

A Decorator Touch with Islands of Color!

Cut and fit in your horn..
Lowest price. Easy terms.
Samples shown in your
home, no ,obligefon.
DECORATIVE
WINDOW SHADES.
RUGS—CARPETS.
ALL TYPES FLOOR
COVERING.

AMINE
UNE
Add an 'Wm plus to pew eikiew
u•• yet% ?Pe good last* of eat ra
dry Stag Bear. Stag bates the way
boy allothd Ory,wot sweat,Thal's
,,at walk's d *Mrs rafriaamg.
.
Jowl Om Easg Imo taught!

Accent
Rugs
$333
Decorating possibilities are unlimited. Use
them in your living room,bedroom, bathroom
or den. Mix and match the colors with your
present decor. Deep, dense cotton pile with
.skid resistant latex backing. Many smart new
designs in 24" x 40" ovals and rectangulars or
34" rounds.

EXTRA RETINSIMIC....
IIECAUSE IT'S BB Frit()
EXTRA DRY
CARL NOG LEERING
COMPANY,
BELLEVILLE, ILLINOIS
Sleivillaming Sy L. S. &Am.iss.
5.....4 Omelet, %M. 1/07

KRESS
VARIETY FAIR
NOR & Thrus 9.30 til 9.00
Toes , Wed ,Fr, . Sat 930 lii 5.31

9 NO. MAIN STREET
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U.S. Minesweeper Blown
Up In Saigon Ship Channel
day, Nguyen Van Thieu and the U.8.
SAIGON — (UPI) — A Com- island during a big national
commander, Gen. William C.
within
munist mine blew up a U. S. military parade and hit
Westmoreland had seats with
stand
Navy minesweeper in Saigon's SO yatds of the reviewing
main ship channel Tuesday aft- where Vietnamese Premier members of the diplomatic
er American ships and helicop- Nguyen Cao KY, chief of state corps.
ters destroyed 50 small Viet
Cong vessels in a bitter threehour river battle. "Heavy" casualties were reported among the
six-man U. S. crew.
Sinking of the 57-foot U. S.
ship just 11 miles southeast of
Saigon was disclosed shortly after the Viet Cong shelled t h e
heart of Saigon for the first
time, killing 13 persons — including one American officer —
and wounding at least 37 others.
Five of the wounded were Americans — three servicemen and
two civilians.
The Viet Cong shells fell
on John F. Kennedy Square, hit
the roof and playground of a
nearby Catholic school, blew a
big hole in the wall of a building
housing a U .S. firm, and peppered the general hospital.
Three of 25 high explosive
shells were fired by the Communists from a nearby river

Mrs. Alice Matthews, of 295 Alaska ave., N.E., Atlanta, became
$17,000 richer when it was discovered she was a missing heiress
on the Art I,inkletter "House Party" TV show. Linkletter is at

rhrift Clubs
iold Consumer
!our, Meeting

the right with Larry Craig to the left of Mrs. Matthews. Chicago area residents can share her excitement by watching the
program this afternoon at 1:30 on CBS-TV, Channel 2.

Sears' Vincent Price Art
a ery Set For Opening

The Community Thrift Clubs,
(las K. Brown, president, ilave
Inducted a consumer educaonal tour of the South and
* Sears said. The gallery will be
Chicago will have a gallery buck and Co.
rest side community groups.
The clubs presented a pro- for year-round display and sale! The Sears Vincent Price Gal- on the second floor at 140 E.
-am whi.:1 spotlights the meth- ,of works from Sears' Vincent lery of Fine Art will open to Ontario St. at N. Michigan ave.,,
Is used by unfair merchants I Price Collection of Fine Art, it
in the heart of the city's largest!
1 was announced by Sears, Roe- the public Friday, Nov. 11,,
1 the grocery businesses.
fine art district.
Actor and art authority Vincent Price, who founded the
Sears collection four years ago,
will officiate at the 10 a.m.
opening. Price also will appear
at a preview reception in the
gallery Thursday evening, Nov.
10.
The gallery will have more
than 4,000 square feet of exhibit
space for pictures and sculpture
from the constantly-changing
collection.
Between 300 to 400 pictures
will be shown at one time, including feature exhibits which
will change monthly. These exhibits will range from one-man
shows to art of particular regions or countries, or of a
particular style, theme, or concept. The initial exhibit, "Japan
'66" will feature contemporary
abstract works purchased by
Price during a tour of the Far
East last year.
The gallery also will contain
a graphics room with ready-tooriginal
frame
lithographs,'
etchings, engravings, and woodcuts: and a custom -framing department.
Harold Patton of Toronto,
formerly the Canadian manager
of the Vincent Price Collection,
will be the manager of the new
gallery. Patton, who studied art
in Callada and in England, has
been a professional artist and
instructor as well as a gallery
manager.

Buy U.S.
,Savings Bonds

LBJ MEETS KOREAN ELDER

Dressed in traditional Korean robe, President Lyndon B.
Johnson meets 65-year-old Choe Si Jong, an elder of the
village of Ang Anyong Ri, South Korea. After giving the
old man a 10-minute helicopter ride, the President jocularly
offered Owe a trip to America. But ('hoe demurred politely,
saying, "I'm afraid I can't go today." (UPI Radiotelephoto)
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"We seek to show that original art is not a luxury, but rather
the ultimate in home furnishings — and that it can be very
much within the budget of the
average person."
Exactly four years ago, amid ,
much skepticism, the Vincent:
Price Collection of Fine Art had,
its firsi showing in a Sears store
in Denver. Hailed as "a Monumental venture in American
culture," it proved an immediate success — both as a business venture and as a stimulator of a nationwi& .esurgence
of interest in fine art.

Joe McCutchen, who escaped from
prison in Brazil. hugs his childret,
Joe Jr., 3, and Lisa 4, on his safe
return home to Fort Smith, Ark.
His wife( left) and his mother look

•

on. He had been sentenced to three
years in prison with two other
Americans, who also escaped, on a
smuggling charge.

Price, who h a s traveled
arouill the world acquiring
works for the collection, has
termed the work "the most exciting project of my life."
The Collection has been seen
in 150 cities and towns, in more
than 250 (exhibits.
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"The central goal of the Vincent Price Collection has been
to bring fine art out of isolation
so that the general public may
be encouraged to make art a
part of their homes and their
lives," Patton added.
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Patton disclosed that the gallery will lay stress on exhibiting
works by artists who have had
little or no previous exposure
in Chicago. as well as those
by well known old masters and
contemporary ones.
"We will seek to be a gallery
of discovery for Chicago. both
for the established collector and
for the young person who may
be purchasing his first work of
original fine art," Patton said.

1 1.0.

.

P.O.P. GOVERNMENT
e_
71A
.
S

Frc>.V.V,

MORE TAXES!
and
Less True
REPRESENTATION!

VOTE NO ON
PROPOSITION 13
Paid For By Citizens For Good Government In The
Interest Of Good Government On Behalf Of....
All Of The People In Memphis
Wayne Mink, Finance Chairman, 161 Jefferson Ave.
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MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD SI ORES
EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)
MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON i
ROSE DALE

PEAS
17 oz.
6 Limit

LANE
MATHEMATICS
CLUB — Installation ceremonies for the Lane College Mithematics club were
beld last week at the New
Southern hotel in Jackson.
and installing the officers
was Mark Stansbury, public relations director of the
schooL On front row, from
left, a r e 1966-67 officers;
Eddie Jumper, president:

Margaret Savage, vice president: Sandra Martin, corresponding secretary: Shirley Davis,. recording secretary; Maurice Carr, parliamentarian: Lennie Cooper, social committee chairman; Anderson Cook, busmess manager; Johnny
Weever, chaplain, and Barbara Hendricks, reporter.
On second row, same or-

Mitchell High School

d e r, were Glenda
es,
Richard Porterfiel
Mary
obHopper, Annie Wa
ert Taylor, Fiorine Tous
William Bowman, Gwend
lyn Faye Smith, Ricky Watson, Olga Eubanks, Mani
Sims, Jacqueline H u r ,
Rayfield Ca b a nis
nd
George Walter Williams. An
third row, from left, are
F a y Fisher, Fred Whit-,
more, Cornelia V. Jolley.
III, Lonnie N a t t, Felton
Grant, Jr., Willie Stubbs.
Thompson, Willie Lewis, Jr.
and Freddie Barrington.

• AUNT EMMA
CORN MEAL

FOR SALE

-

MIX

3 • BOOTH BEAUTY
SHOP EQUIPMENT'
(PRETTY] CHEAP

5

For Information
Call
948-0256
946-3546

LB. Bag

Students Elect Queens
Mitchell High school's "Au- The student's choice of first
tumn Doublet of Royalty" pre-, alternate for this title was Miss
sents "Miss Tig er et t e" and
Yvonne Bell an 11th grader and
"Miss Mitchell" with first and ,
the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
second alternates for each royal
Theopolis Bell of 3290 Alta Road.
honoree.
She is a member of the Future
"Mits Tigerette" a title given Homemakers of America, Band
by members of the Athletic and of Southside Baptist church.
Teams, was won by Miss Mary
Ann Smith, a senior. She is the The choice of second alternate
daughter of Mrs. Lucenda Smith was won by Miss Myria Owens,
of 1520 Fields Road, is a mem- an eleventh grader. She is the
ber of White's Chapel A.M.E. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tom
church; the Senior Y-Teens, Fu- F. Owens of 278 Radar Road.
ture Teachers of America, drill
team, French Club and Moni- Miss Owens is an active member of Walker Memorial Christors Club at Mitchell.
tian Church; Future Teachers of
First Alternate is Miss Yvonne America, Gracious Ladies, MonMiddlebrook, a twelfth grader itors Club, Red Cross, Student
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. and Dramatic Club at Mitchell
Armstead Middlebrook of 3202 Road high sc.hool.
Alta Road. She is a member of
Future Teachers of America,
Gracious Ladies, Student Council and Monitor Club of Mitchell.
Second Alternate is Miss Regina Bryant a tenth grader and
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Bryant of 328 Ca r bon
Road. She is a member /If the
Senior Y-Teens.

PETERS DEPT. STORE

1685 S LAUDERDALE ST.
WE WELCOME
BRING THIS AD
TO THE STORE

AND REGISTER FOR A FREE $5.00
GIFT CERTIFICATE DRAWING'S EVERY WEEK
NAME
PHONE

ADD

thirlane500

Miss Sanford has been a winner of many contests because of
her versatile talents and ranks
among the top students in her
class.

8
- Oz.
Can

Savings Bonds

29 oz. Can

Moil In Your News
Stories To The

Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish It for you
"Free Of Any
charges.

PEANUT
BUTTER

DOMINO or
GODCHAUX

SUGAR
WITH COUPON
Toe MOM Sado all your awn shifting, the 4-opeed
for you. Fairlant's optional 4-speed manual transmission (available with 4/-11•1) to hair rynchronired with
higher numerival ratio in first grit Gives fist takeoff
from standing start. Floor-mounted shift lever has positive reverseirar lockout.

FAIRLANES

Sipertat singi the Fairlaae GTA
sew Sport .'.nu,
Cruite-O-Matic Drive, which permits both manual
asol automatic shifting. For manual gear changing. move
shift lever back to Low (0 and upshift through 2,1
(2) and into High or Drive (I)). For fully automatic
shifting, simply move lever to Drive and of

FAIRLANES

FAIRLANES

THESE FORDS ARE NOW WAITING
AT UNBELIEVEABLE CLOSEOUT PRICES

Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington

BLUE PLATE

12 oz. Jar
2 LIMIT

NOTICE'
Alt Churaies
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

33'
SLICED OR HALVES

SALE

Buy U.S.

WAFFLE
SYRUP
COCA

'66
CLOSE
OUT

She is an active member of ,
the Mississippi Blvd. Christian
Church; the Mitchell Chorus.
Dramatics Club, Future Teachers of America, Gracious Ladies, Student Council, Red Cross
and Monitors Club at Mitchell.

STALEY S

HERSHEY'S

G.T. SPECIALS
HARDTOPS

The tj,ie ot "Miss Mitchell",
was won with an overwhelming
vote of the student body by Miss
Elise Sanford, an eleventh grader. Elise is the daughter of Mr
George Sanford of 279 Radar
Road.

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

COME IN TODAY... IT ONLY 1AKE A MINUTE TO MAKE YOUR DEAL.
BETTER BUY AT

2450

HERFF FORD
SUMMER AVE.

458-1151 4
1

With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding
value of coupon merchandis• (fresh milk products and
tobacco also excluded in compliance with state law).
One coupon per family
Coupon expire* Wednesday.
Noon, Nov. 9.

FRED
KRAFT

MONTESI

LIBBY'S

FRUIT COCKTAIL
4 LIMIT

17 oz.
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SCIENTISTS EXPERIMENT

pound known to Or accessible
to scientists for anti-cancer ac-

Cancer Coup From

tivity. It is a matter of desperation as well of thoroughness. So far no chemical compound has prove to be a lasting
cancer cure.

5, 1?56,
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Government Urges
Special Welfare
Units For Old

Kupchan held out faint hope
that any of his from vegetables would prove to be one.
Rather his scientific hope was
this testing which deterniines that some would, if they have
By DELOS SMITH
untried drugs won't them- anti-cancer activity in human
that
NEW YORK — (UPI) —

Vegetable Kingdom

The rest of the nation's coinWASHINGTON — The gov75 per
ernment yesterday urged the nomities can get up to
the cost of such units
of
cent
nation's cities to create special ,
under social security provisions,
welfare units -to protect an es- she said.
timated 165,000 elderly Ameri"With no relatives or friends
cans who are so senile "they
seriously endanger themselves , to look after them, these elderly people create grave hazards
and their neighbors."
for themselves and others,
Commissioner Ellen Winston Winston said. She cited these
of the U.S. Welfare Administra- examples:
tior, announced that $250,000 in
grants would be made availa- An 80-year-old woman caused
ble to finance the full cost of a 2 alarm apartment house fire
experimental protective units because she absent mindedly
in three cities. The cities have laid a stack of newspapers on
a lighted gas stove.
not been selected.

beings, served as a "template"
Heartening news from the veg- selves kill patients before their
from which chemists could
cancers could.
etable kingdom is that some of
themselves make highly effecits members contain chemical In addition Kupchan has 150 tive anti-cancer drugs. Li ancompounds which interfere with plant extracts in his laborator- imals the compounds arrest
ies at the University of Wiscancer growth — in experimen- consin, where he is Professor cancer growth only temporarily.
tal animals. Scientists are about of Pharmaceutical Chemistry,
Chemists have just about exto test a few of them in human which have shown anti-cancer hausted the possibilities for
activity
in rats and mice.
beings.
modifying existing anti-cancer
drugs
to make them more efEventually
reach
may
they
For seven years Dr. S. Morthe final experimental stage, hu- fective, he said. They need new
ris Kupchan and his assistants
"templates" of radically differman testing.
ent configurations, and these
have been looking for anti-cancer juices in several thousand But first the anti — cancer the vegetable kingdom is supcompounds have to be isolated. plying.
plants from all parts of the
It's a laborious job. Chemically One of his anti-cancer comworld. He told a national meet- an extract is a "soup" of per- pounds was extracted from
ing of the American Chemical haps scores of compounds, only woody nightshade, also called
Society Tuesday that 1.5 com- a few of which have the chem- bittersweet. Others came from
pounds which slow animal can- ical activity the chemists are common meadow rue and from
looking for.
Florida's elephantopus elatus.
cers have been isolated.
Kupchan's labors are part of Kupchan said that these and
One has passed its toxicity the vast drug screening pro- other plants from which he has
test in animals and is about to gram of the national cancer in- isolated anti-cancer compounds
have been used in folk medibe tried in cancer patients. Sev- stitute, which eventually will
cine for centuries for anti-tumor
eral others are about to pass check every chemical corn- activity.

Ammummiimmollm
DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS'
'THRIFT STORE
25c
MINISTER ENTOMBED — Rev. William M. Fields, Sr.,
pastor of Eastern Star Baptist church, was entombed last
Thursday in New Park cemetery following final rites at the
Mt. Nebo Baptist church with Dr. Roy Love, the Pastor

and longtime friend of Rev. Field, delivering the eulogy.
Seen from left are Dr. Love, pallbearers Revs. R. R. Callahan, J. W. Ward, .1. L. Netters and J. W. WVms and Sam

LADIES DRESSES
mEN'S SHIRTS
MEN'S PANTS
LADIES BLOUSES
LADIES SKIRTS
MEN'S SUITS
GIRLS DRESSES
FvrruturC,

15c
20c
25c
25c
51.95
25c

Appf. Sto,..es, Ref.,- G.E. irons .1 Shoes

Ph. 526-8419
173 S. Main St.
(Half Block North of Beale)
111111111111111111.11111=1111
.
11111111
.
11111111
.
1r

Qualls of S. W. Qualls and company, who was in charge
of the funeral.

ATHAPI'S
LOAN UFFICE

TEETHING PAIN
Milhons of mothers rely on Baby GSA IEL
liquid. Put on—oain's gone. Recommended
by many pediatricians. Easy to use. Bram.
prolonged re•
het Ask your

HAIR COLORING
!Odes That GRAY
The Lasting Way

• Victor Stereo.
•

dull, faded hair becomes younger looking.
ilark and lustrous, radiant
with highlights. STRAND
Hair Coloring won't rub off
or wash out. Safe with permanents,too. Try STRAND.

• Chet Atkins
• Franke Cade
• Norman Luboff Choir

ONLY 980
COMPLETE—
NOTHING
ELSE TO OW

•

Jet Black—Black—Dark Brown
Medium Brown —Light Brown.
Ask for it at your druggist.

New Tubeless Long Life Chassis

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

8

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
wmei rotes (ICI cot

The LEESIWIMA
Y1E24 Series

RcAVIcrron,

•
III SOLID STATE STEREO
•
•
•

154"

.;ft leati(afNesA(
to RV IC

RCAV1CTOR 25"COLOR'TV
New Vista°25,000-volt chassis.
how Vista VHF, Solid State UHF

$539

RR" ROLLABOUT STAND
L.St with your purchase of this

YI

•
•
•

•
•
•

EVERS

FOR FREE ESTIMATES

LOAN OFFICE
'EPSTEIN
162464.166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 641.50

Sportabout has power to spare
—20.000 volts(design average)
for excellent reception In any
signal area. Built-in VHF and
UHF antennas.

RCA VICTOR.Mw ffstct TV

No Money Down!

Have- Somethini

To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?

Pt and Stand

136

NO PAYMENT 'HI FEB. '67
PLENTY OF
FREE PARKING—ALL 3 STORES

All 3 Stores Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Daily

EAST
CALL JA 6-8397

Phone 324-4406

BUNGALOW.SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Broad Avenue
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood
324-9126
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College

CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance
DAVIS REXALL DRUGS
1550 Netherwood at
S. Willett

4255 Hwy. SI So.

More people own RCA Victor than any other television ... black and white
or color
Phone 358-4485
•
1111•11111111 111111111111111111811111111M1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

111101

KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
1287 Vol lentine
276-9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.

KLONDYKE SUNDRY
129 3 Vollentine
272-3112
Free Delivery
L & H Sundry
142 Silverage
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance

SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
948-4531
RUSSELL REXALL
2445 Chelsea

SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLertiore
948.4576

Pres. & Del Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1G46 Thomas
525-8811 526-9727
Prescriptions& Drugs

MODEL LAUNDRY(
204 W. Broo!:s

SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida

FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road

Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Town
Newspapers
10 N. Main

GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Pork Ave.
324-9322

DRUG

SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.

EWING ESSO
SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi

JEL DRIVE-1N GROCERY
1560 S. Porkwojr E.

3118 Thomas Hwy. 51 No.

KAUFFMAN DRIVE
IN GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale

ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans

MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Ave.

J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vance Ave.

Phone 396-0995

JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Ave.
452-3101
Speedy Delivery

STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
Pres. & Del. Service

GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue

WHITEHAVEN

Serving Memphis for over 20 Years—
Since 1945

L. E. GATLIN ... R. G. KINKLE

The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale
Each Thursday At The Following Locations:

GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone

3431 Summer

ACE APPLIANCE COMPANY
Mid-South's Oldest and Largest
Exclusive RCA VICTOR Dealer.

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY

ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 WELLINGTON
527-8150

Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do It!

One of the fq‘est values we'.e
ever offered! This blg screen

•
•

•
•
•
•

CALL
O.Z.

526-9940

19"*Sportabout TV

•
•

•
•
•
•

BEFORE YOU ARC
EMBARRASSED

387 Leath

111

•

CALA. US

ALEXANDER SUNDRY

Tn. w ar.N 'Pt
Ge, 6e:
025' tub* (avv,
•,1 a mg.)
255 bp. an. p.ctor•

tuners. RCA solid copper circuits
for space age dependability.

•
•
•
•

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded

CAN YOU USE

•
•

EXTERMINATING CO.

PN. FA 7-6033

IN A CABINET ONLY Ms" WIDE

•
•
•

a

PEST

"WE KILL TO LIVE"
STRAND HAIR COLORING
Choice of 5 natural shades:

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 St 178 REAL STREET SA 64300

4-

Is put :7 onnotedtes
al /sante . . . even

•$25.00 Value Featuring
•• Fioyd Cramer • John Gary

•
•
•

toe

ora-jel•

Deluxe collection of 5 stereo albums ...
•
ig yours free when you purchase any RCA

.111 • Peter Nero
•
a • Al Hirt
•• Henry Mancini

pharroacist

BABY

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

NEWS MART

526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & Del. Service
POST OFFICE
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG 2
209 Beale

JCL DRIVE-N CROCF.F.'Y
1804 S. Bellevue Blvd.

PROSPErIT REXA1.1
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.

-HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLemore

ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes

JEFFERSON GROCERY
479 1 Horn Loire RJ.

ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale

SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Road
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Ave.
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGON
251 E. McLemore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazine,
From All Towns
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920

-

•

1 FELIX THE CAT

SECRET AGENT X9

icsaP

ThE WAY 1141N164
GOING uPAND up Irs
ONLY A MATTER OF
TIME BaFORg•
EVOZY11-4040 COMPS
CeA61-ING
DOWN:

WHAT CAN WE \ THIS CLOSE-UP OF
ROALLY KNOW
TFE INSTRINAENT
ALIOUT THAT UFO, PANEL- MAY
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Mrs. Bertha McBride
Introducing:
Mrs. Bertha McBride is the daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
U. L. Brown. She is a graduate of Booker T. Washington
High School and also attended Henderson Business College.
Bertha attends the Mt. Sinai Baptist Church of which she is
a very active member. She is friendly and well-known person throughout the community. Bertha is a saleslady and
Asst. Manager of Peter's Dept. Store. By obtaining her
position, she has been included in the Equal Opportunity
Program. The entire outfit worn by Bertha can be purchased
at Peter's Dept. Store 1685 South Lauderdale Street. 942-9627.
Come in and say hello to Bertha

MRS. EMMA J. DYSON
Mrs. Emma J. Dyson. a native Memphian, Graduate of Booker I', Washington High
School and lona's School of Cosmetology, also finished a course in General Sales
at Memphis Area Vocational School. Mrs. Dyson have the arts of education in her
lines of work. come any day at Wig Warn Wigs, and let her fit, style or sell you
a wig. Mrs. Dyson enjoy the work at Wig Warn, and meeting the people is her
pleasure at all times

Handy Park Group
right in picture are: Mrs. Jean Rice, Larry Moore, Micheal Gibson, Mayor
Pigtails and nail-biting were at a peak when Bryant T. Williams Sr., carried
William B. Ingram, Clifton Metcalf, Othella Sawyer. Botton Row. Carolyn
his Youth Education And Better Relations Group to Handy Park, Friday
Sue Williams, Mrs. Susie Hightower, Susan Rogers, Mrs. W. C. Handy, Vickie
evening of last week, to await autographs from Mrs. W. C. Handy and Danny
Stamp, David Warren, Hardy Sawyer, Bryant Williams, Jr. and Claude
Thomas, who were on hand to shard in the Landmark Dedication of Beale
Sterling. After the dedication the kids were taken to the Melrose, Father
Street. This is a "history story" for the youngsters gathered for the occasion,
Bertrand Football game, in Luxury Cadillac furnished by Madison Cadillac
In more ways than one. The girls were chaperoned by Mrs. Jean Rice, who
Inc.
Is a member of the Magnificent Ones Social Club. Reading from left to

Prince (Gabe) Kirby
Prince (Gabe) Kirby Lansky Brother's Men Shop, Beale &
Second St. Says "Back To Autum Living" featuring Calvert
Clothes for fall or winter. Suddenly there's football in the
air. You feel like chasing a thousand challenges. See (Gabe)
and his whole array of sport coats, slacks, suits, sweathers,
Duffle coats and shoes. Colors that range from the boldly
Brilliant to the conservatively muted in fabrics, customconsider James C. Henson for the job During his eight
Lansky Bros.' Men Shop, Beale dz Second Sts.

Mrs. Emma J Dyson Showing some of her styles at Wig
Warn Wigs.
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Unis Of Meqiphis
Mrs Enice Carruthers (extreme right) proprietor of Unis of Memphis looks on as
Mrs. A. L. Parker, Sales Manager, presents Mrs. Willa H. Briscoe a dress she won
at the First Anniversary Sales of Unis of MemphiS, 1712 Nethenvood, October
29, 1966.

'

Alex Barziazza, Jnmes 0. Hensoti, Al Barziazza
When a job as promotional merchandiser at Southwestern
several months he is the company's Promotional MerchanWines and Liquors was recently vacated by an employee,
diser, Mr. Henson visits all stores throughout Memphis
who had been offered a higher position, the firm began (a
where he sets up displays of company products. He is learnconsider James C. Henson for 'the job. During his eight
ing, through considerate study, what makes a customer use
years with the company he had displayed aptitude for such
the products he sells, and he constantly improves his diswork. Mr. Henson. though he had very little training merplays. Southwestern Wines and Liquors is happy to have
chandising as a warehouse hell* at the age of 22 atid had
Mr. Henson as promotional Merchandiser and feels that
now proved himself to the extent that he had become a
other young men with his integrity will find their places
warehouseman, He accepted the position, and now after
in business and industry.

